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p44 §6.2 
should read:-
The second paragraph of the Proof 
The unique inverse of )' is df(l). For since 
j>-=G~G then d;:T(G)~T(G) ls4.41. Also ~ .. ~,~) .. b 
is a constant map onto e and therefore so is 
d'>..u (o/-\,d<S)odb Li14.3 v)l. That is 
d~o (d!-' 'dc;,) od b( 1) = ~-~ 0 ca,u 'dt) ( )'' )') 
, -
- d)...(~('),;) 
= d}()')· ;e 
pl04 §1~.4 Line 8 should read:-
11 ~ 1 %. 0 14 i th 0 0 0 0 _ 04 a ~'~x'w Sl.nce =· · ... en JoJ<>J oJ=iJ = E:. 
pl05 §14.5 The first paragraph should read:-
Since j4=~ then of course dj4=~ but (Todj)4 
is not necessarily also the identity map. 
..., 
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INTRODUC'JiiON 
In a great number of brilliant papers and in a few 
" books and memorials Elie Cartan exploited a new approach 
to differential geometry which he called the method of 
moving frames or "reperes mobiles 11 tl,2,3l· Unfortunately 
the expositions he gave of his methods a..""J.d ideas appear 
to be based to a large extent on intuition and many steps 
have been taken to describe his theory with greater 
precision. Of ~reat value in this respect has been the 
theory of fibre bundles and in this thesis an attempt is 
made to introduce precise definitions of some intuitive 
concepts like "infinitesimal circuits :I, "parallel dis-
placements" and "infinitesimal holonomy groups 11 using 
this theory and without sacrificing geometrical significance 
to the requirements of rigour. In doing this a number of 
well established ideas have-been generalised and several 
new results have been proved. 
An important step in the application of fibre bundle 
~"i'~:::~:·,;-;::V[~ ,v '"'' '·\A -=·~~I'\ - -~· SEP 1%5 1 L a;~uo~"' ~.-' 
-----.. ,!._!!_~~~ 
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theory to differential geometry in the large was made in 
1942, when Steenrod proved the existence of a positive 
definite Riemannian metric by, in fact, showing that the 
problem is equivalent to the existence of a substructure 
with group the orthogonal group 1141. Chern also 
developed this approach in his papers publishing in 1946 
"Some new viewpoints in differential geometry in the 
large 11 , which explained .... .u.~S ideas an.d methods [121. In 
the same year Cheval ley published the first part -Of his 
"Theory of Lie groups 11 which, although not using bundles 
explicitly, defined manifolds, vectors, forms and the 
Poisson bracket operation very rigorously Ll7] • This 
b0ok greatly influenced subsequent workers, many of whom 
refer to his definitions, the differential map def"ined by 
him being particularly useful. 
In 1947 at an international conference ou topology 
Ehresmaru1 described some of the applications of fibre 
bundles and stressed the importance of substructures or 
subordinated structures (9]. He discussed the effect of 
various reductions of the group on a tangent bundle among 
them that which he called a nearly complex structure. 
This latter idea gave rise to an important field of 
research. In 1951 Eckmann and FrBlicher gave integrability 
conditions for such a substructure using, however, an 
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equivalent definition by means of tensors and the 
classical methods [18). Later, at a conference in 
1953, Eckmann gave a paper, still using classical methods, 
in which he showed that one co·uld always find a connection 
in which a given nearly complex structure was, in a 
certain sense, parallel and that the integrability 
conditions were that a symmetric connection with this 
property existed (19). It is interesting to compare 
this result with another result to be published soon in 
a paper by Willmore. t2'?]. These two apparently 
unconnected papers have a nwnber of affinities, in fact 
the first result stated above is a particular case of a 
general theorem proved here and p~ssibly the second could 
be generalised similarly. 
The first attempt to give a rigorous definition of a 
connection based on the methods of Cartan was published 
in 1947 by E'hresmarm; who elaborated it later in a paper 
given at a congress in 1950 [8, 111. This treats 
thoroughly with what he calls 11 infinitesimal connections 11 
giving many examples and applications. Ehresmru2n defines, 
roughly speaking, an infinitesimal connection as a field 
of planes on a bundle space complementary to the tangent 
planes of the fibre. This infinitesimal connection was 
the first generalisation of the classical connection since 
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Cartru1 defined an affine connection in 1923 (11. Besides 
infinitesimal connections Ehresmann introduces in this 
paper the "solder 11 a particular case of which is used here. 
In 1951 Steen.rod produced the first book on the 
theory of fibre bundles (15). Since then a large 
number of papers have appeared applying the theory to 
differential geometry. Perhaps it had long been felt 
that surue of the basic concepts needed to be redefined in 
a precise yet suggestive manner and that the work on 
fj_bre bundles might enable this to be done, for recently 
four papers have appeared almost simultaneously defining 
connections and other concepts each with either more 
geometrical significru1ce than Eisenhart's definitions or 
more rig our than Cartar.L' s (29, 3). 
The first of these appeared in September 1953, when 
work for this thesis had already made good progress. 
This was a paper by Flanders which aimed to "set up an 
algebraic machinery for the theory of affine connections .. 
[22). It is based on the definition of a vector given 
by Chevalley and derives the formulae of Cartru1 and Chern 
in a very rigorous manner. 
Another paper two months later by ilinbrose and Singer 
contains a review of the theory, again using Chevalley's 
vectors, but including the infinitesimal connections of 
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Ehresmann [ 231. This paper gives a definition of 
curvature and torsion and attempts a geometrical inter-
pretation of these entities, whereas E'nresmann discussed 
neither [23 p434]. 
Two other papers appeared in January 1954, one by 
Nomiz;u and the other by Kabayashi, whose work has 
evidently coincided to some extent with mine, for he 
states the results of two theorems I had already proved 
(25 ]. The paper by Nomi~;u gives the definition of a 
connection due to Kozul again using the tangent vectors 
as defined by Chevalley [241. 
This thesis is d-;i;vided into five chapters and 
fourteen sections. The first chapter deals with well 
established results and definitions that I will need. 
It is divided into three sections, the first being merely 
a resume of fibre bundle theory, while in the second 
definitions of manifolds, regular maps ~~d other related 
ideas are given. · The third section defines integrable 
structures and gives a few exrunples which show that this 
concept is a generalization of one, already well known. 
It might be possible to find integrability conditions 
for a general structure and I have given a conjecture on 
the problem. The idea is not original and has also been 
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·noted by Li bermann ( 20]. Nevertheless it is quite 
useful and would become very interesting if general 
integrability conditions could be found. 
The second chapter contains some more preliminaries 
but of a more original nature. The fourth section is on 
differentials and I have copied Chevalley in defining a 
differential as a map, although I define it in a different 
way. It is notwithstanding essentially the same idea 
and most of its properties have been derived by considering 
those given by Chevalley. 'rhe fifth section is on the 
solder and twist maps, the former having already been 
introduced by Ehresmann is not new. The twist map, 
however, is original and has some very interesting 
properties. I was led to this map by considering the 
operation of exterior differentiation and the Poisson 
bracket [3, 17). Both these are defined only for 
vector fields or forms given over an open set of the 
manifold. Thus one has really to consider the space of 
local cross sections of the tangent bundle or principal 
bundle and it is difficult to make use of the topology of 
the bundle space. The aim here is to characterise such 
operations as these two by topological means and it is 
to this end that I have introduced these two maps. They 
certainly simplify some of the formulae that arise when 
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using the methods of Eisenhart. The last section of 
the chapter proves some theorems on Lie groups that will 
be needed and is not really new. 
'rhe third chapter is completel;y original and 
contains the basic theorem of this thesis. I have 
divided the chapter into two sections - the seventh and 
the eighth. The seventh section contains the proof that 
the tangent bundle of a bundle space can be fibred in two 
different ways; this is one of the results stated by 
Kabayashi t251. This theorem is then elaborated with 
some theorems on subbundles and substructures. 'rhe next 
section deals with the special case of this theorem that. 
occurs ih the classical theory and vvhich has some 
interesting special :properties, for instance, the twist 
map which is an isomorphism. I do not know whether any 
of these properties characterize it completely. 
The fourth chapter deals with connections, curvature 
and torsion in three sections respectively. The 
definition of' a connection as a substructure was 
discovered simul tan.eously by Kabayashi [ 25]. It follows 
simply and naturally from the preceding theory and a 
number of results and definitions is the logical 
consequence. An example is the rigorous definition.of 
a "parallel displacement around an infinitesimal c'ircui t". 
-9-· 
The d·efini tion of curvature which is the subject of the 
next section is quite unusual. A number of properties 
are given but I have not discussed it in much detail. 
The torsion is defined in a manner very similar to that 
in which I defined curvature an~ the two concepts have 
not mmaturally a number of correspondingly similar 
properties. I have defined the infinitesimal holonomy 
group in this chapter using the properties of curvature. 
It is quite possible that this generates the holonoray 
group: for in the special case of a linear connection 
this has already been proved by Ambrose and Singer [23]. 
The last chapter is concerned with special 
connections. The first section of the chapter is on 
linear connections and it is proved that such a 
connection is associated uniquely with a general 
connection, thus proving the existence of this specialised 
connection. A linear connection is also a field of 
planes complementary to ·f.the tangent planes of the fibres 
of the ,principal bundle and is thus an "infinitesimal 
connection .. in the sense used by Ehresmann. In fact it 
is also proved that the integrability of this field of 
planes is equivalent to the semi-integrability of. the 
connection which is probably equivalent to flatness. 
It is also shown that for these special connections the 
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torsion and curvature are isomorphisms which have 
"square roots 11 • Using this it is shown that from a 
given general connection one can derive 'Wliquely a linear 
and symmetric connection. The last two sections are 
devoted to the interpretation in this theory of work done 
by others, the only original section of the chapter being 
that on linear connections, although reinterpretation of 
existing results has its interests. 
This work on the tangent bundles of fibre bundles 
and connections appears to offer a wide field for further 
investigations which I hope to continue. 
number of conjectures with this in view. 
I give a 
I would like to express my thanks to Dr. T. J.. Willmore 
for his guidance and for showing me some of his unpublished 
work. 
The lettars in square bracl-cets refer· to the 
bibliography. 
§O Notation 
I have endeavoured to use a consistent, clear and 
suggestive notation in this thesis, b~t this has not 
always been possible without introducing too many symbols. 
Consequeutly some symbols are duplicated. I have also 
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made use of some unusual conventions which are noted 
here. 
§O.l rr:M~U means II is a map o:f M into Nu 1i 
1r:Ma:O N means II is a map of M onto Nn 1T 
1r:M~ N means II is a one-one map of M into Nil 1T 
1r:M~N means II is a homeomor;ehism of M onto 1T and 
If' U o:. M I will sornetili1es w:ri te 1T: U _, N instead of 
1r\U:U~N. 
§0. 2 E: will be reserved for the identity map 
irrespective of the space on which it acts. 
Similarly a:M ..,..l\II"1Vl which maps a space M onto the 
diagonal of 1VhcM is defined by 'b(x)~(x,x) and is the 
symbol for this map whatever the space M. 
§0.3 In order to avoid the use of indexing sets the 
N" 
following convention has been made:- t U \ means the 
set of entities of which a typical entity is U. If I 
wish to consider two elements of tu1 they will be called 
§0.4 If tY' and ~ are two sets of maps then <Y-o~ is the 
set of maps t fog where f.f ~and g.f <:&1. 
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If , 1 :M1--., N1 and , 2 :M2.....- N2 then 
( , 1 ,11"2 ) :M1~Ivi2~ N1 ,...N2 is defined by 
(,1 ,,2 )(x,y)=Cn1 Cx),,2 (y)). et~~ will then have 
the obvious meaning lCf ,g) where f-EU and gf o.&1. 
1;10.5 I will use Chevalley's notation for the classical 
groups ru1d Euclidean number spaces with a few obvious 
moderations Ll7]. 1J:he identity of any group will 
always be denoted by e, although I will sometimes use 
1 for the identity matrix. 
§0.6 The notation defined in a section will be presumed 
to hold throughout that section, any modification being 
temporary unless the reverse is explicitly stated. 
It will be found that the different notations in 
the various sections are just modifications of a basic 
notation for a general fibre bundle. IJ.1hese variations 
are geneJ;"ally due to the fact that we wish to consider 
a special case of a fibre bundle, such as the principle 
bundle or tangent bundle. 
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CHAPTER 1 FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS 
§1 Fibre bundles 
I propose here to give a ~rief sketch of those parts 
pf fibre bundle theo:t:'y that will be used in this thesis 
because, although the theory of fibre bundles is well 
established, the notation and terminology vary with 
different authors and I think it necessary to introduce 
this section to establish those we are going to use. 
§1.1 DEFINITION Let B,X and Y be topological spaces and 
G a transformation group of Y. Let p:B=::!/fX (§0.11. 
Suppose ifix=~x· G where ~x: Y~ Bx=p -l (x) is a set of 
maps defined for each xtX. Then ifi=~ ffix is the 
structure of the fibre bundle B(X,Y,G,ai) if:-
a) for aJJ.Y x tX there exists an open set U c:. X, x .fU, 0 ~ 0 
and a map ~:U-,cY~Bu=p-1 (U) such that ix(y)=~(x, y) 
defines a map ~xtilix for every xtU. 
a strip map. 
The map ~ is called 
-14-
b) if gji":U'"Y...,Bu, is any other strip map then 
rif~=rtfx•g(x) where g:Ui\U' ~G. t15 p7, 41. 
B is c·alled the bundle space, X the base space and 
Y the type fibre of this fibre bundle. 
projection and Bx is the fibre over x. 
p is the bundle 
We shall often use B as an abbreviation for 
B(X,Y,G,in) when no ambiguity is likely to arise. 
The bundle space has a number of properties in 
common with X"'-Y and a few examples of these are given 
by Steenrod Ll5 pl31· I would like to mention one that 
he has omitted:- The restriction of p to any subset 
W c. B is an open map if p(W} is open. 
The topological product X"'C.Y is a fibre bundle with 
group e (15 pl4, 51. Such a fibre bundle is called 
trivial and we make a convention that the first factor 
is always the base space, the second being the typ~ fibre. 
IH. 2 We will always give ill the topology such that for aey-
strip inap rtf:U11.Y~BU then ¢(x,g)=¢x• g defines a map 
'¢:U'I<G4=1tmu= ~th mx. With this topology iti(X,G,G,al) is a 
fibre bundle called the principal bundle, the map ¢ being 
a strip map of al [15 p35, 6 1 . 
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~here is a lemma that is not out of·place here and 
which we will often have to use. I give a·fairly full 
proof because, although the lemma is really quite simple, 
I have not seen it stated or proved explicitly. 
LEMMA Let a) ]f{: u .,.,y41=1 Bu be a strip map of ill; 
b) 14: u"G .- illu be a strip map of "16; 
.... lt:u.....- illu be local section of ai, C) a cross 
that is ~(x)-tmx; then any one of these three maps defines 
the other two uniquely by the relations ·Je! o g=fl(x, g)=';i(x)• g. 
X 
PROOF Given a) then b) follows by the definition of the 
topology on m ruld given b) then c) follows immediately. 
It is only necessary then to sho"y that a) follows from c). 
Let ¢':U'" Y--Bu, be a strip map of ill and i the strip 
map of iti defined from it. Let "': G1C.·y·~ Y and IJ.: Gf;::!jp G 
I 
Now suppose ~ is given. Write T~ li=g:U"=UI""\ u•--; G. 
Then 
¢'. ( • , '\)) ~~ ( t:r , g , G:.) ~~~ (-, '=) : u "J~C. Y ===- Bu" a) 
is defined to be a restriction of ]f{. This map is in 
fact a homeomorphism hecause it has the inverse 
1 c~ ,"\))• (E: ,f"'g, •)• C'-,~ )• ¢ . 
It is easy to see that both these maps are independent 
of the strip map ¢' and thus define ·)f{ uniquely. 
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We will say that a set of strip maps or of the cross 
sections thus associated with them covers X if the union 
of the arguments of the cross sections if·X. 
§1. 3 Suppose H c. G is a topological subgroup and suppose 
iii =·It( a Hc:.iti is given for each x-EX, ·)I{ fiti. Then if 
X ·X X X X 
iii:: ~1"~ ilix is a structure for a fibre bundle B(X,Y,H,ili) 
we say that iii is a substructure of iti ( 15 p43, 61. The 
fibre bundle B(X,Y,H,-m) is said to be a reduction of 
B(X,Y,G,iti). 
The lemma we have just proved shows that to prove 
ili is a substructure of iti it is only necessary to 
demonstrate a set of local cross sections of iti with 
values in "iii and which cover X. 
81.4 Let B' (X' ,Y' ,G' ,ifi') be another fibre bundle with 
projection p' and let ~=B~ B'. ~is said to be fibre-
preserving if p'o "Tr•P-l=;:x~X'. In this case:;;: is 
called the projection of "Tr• 
A map "Tr:B~ B' is an isomorphism between the fibre 
bundles if it is fibre-preserving, if' its projection 
iT:X~X' and further if there exists ';:;:Y'C=SPY; such that 
'TI'oai'~=ai i t 51· 
In this case the principal bundles ai and iti' are 
..-17-
isomorphic, "*:m~ m' being defined by "*(~x)="·~~~ 
Conversely if we are given the 
isomorphism "*:m~ m' and a map ":Y'~Y' such that 
Go "=iT•G' then the fibre bundles B and B' are isomorphic. 
R.:_2 If m(X;G,G,al) is a principal bundle i6 has a topology 
and is the bundle space of another principal bundle (§1.21. 
However the map 1r:m~ iii defined by -rr(¢x)(g)=rrf~ g for 
¢xtm and gtG is an isomorphism between these principal 
bundles. 
If two fibre bundles have ~somorphic principal 
bundles they are associated tl5 p43, 61. In this case 
we will use the same symbols for their structures, groups 
and base spaces. 
This implies in the above case, for instance, that 
we use the same symbol for iT(¢x) and ¢x and write any 
principal bundle as m(X,G,G,m). 
§1. 6 If V c. X is any subset we write Bv=~ -l (V) and 
mv= ~ mx and it is easy to see that By(V,Y,G,mv) is a 
--
fibre bundle called the restriction of B(X,Y,G,m) to the 
base space V. 
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If Y 1 ~Y is invariant under G, that is G·Y 1 =Y 1 , 
then we m~ define a fibre bundle B1 (X,Y 1 ,G,m) called a 
subbundle of B tl5 p241. 
We shall sometimes use an abuse of language and say 
that B 1 c:. B is a sub bundle when it is really only the 
subbundle of a reduction of B. 
§1.7 With the notation o:f §1.4 we see that 
(BteB 1 )(X'II.X 1 ,Y,..Y',G"G 1 ,m-,cm 1 ) is another fibre b-undle 
called the product bundle of the fibre bundles 
B ( x, Y, G, m) and B 1 ( x 1 , Y 1 , G 1 , m 1 ) • 
~len I use B~B' as an abbreviation for this product 
bundle I shall be careful to s~ so in order to avoid 
confusion with the trivial bundle. 
It is very useful to consider an original if simple 
concept here. If B(X,Y,G,m) and B1 (X,Y 1 ,G,m) are 
associated fib~e bundles we define ~X Bx'IC.B~=B~B 1 as the 
1\ 
bundle space of the fibre bundle (B'ICB 1 )(X,Y~Y 1 ,G,m) 
which is isomorphic to (B~B 1 )x(X,Y~Y 1 ,G;j) where 
X c. X~, G c.G-.c..G and m c:. m d are the diagonals and 
l,:m4ai'lalc.ffi'IC.ili is an isomorphism [10.2, 61.4). This fibre 
bundle is called the inner product of the two associated 
fibre bundles. It is also associated with them. 
-19-
§1.8 The bundle structure theorem is the theorem which 
-. 
justifies the introduction of fibre bundles into 
differential geometry. I wish to use the proof of 
this theorem to define certain maps that I am interested 
in and I will therefore sketch it. A more rigorous 
and detailed proof may be found" elsewhere r 15 pl4' 5]. 
THEOREM Let X and Y be topological spaces and G a 
topological transformation group of Y. Suppose tu~ is 
an open covering of X and for any ordered pair u1~2 of 
this covering there is defined g12 :u1CLu2~ G (§0.31. 
Then if for u1~2 and u3~iu3 g12 (x)·g23 (x)=g13~ 
for all xf~1~2~3 a fibre bundle B(X,Y,G,m) is 
.uniquely defi~ed. 
PROOF Put B*= Z. (U"KY) sw-runation being taken over the 
sets U of the covering. Let CR.. be the equivalence 
relation 
(xfUl,yl)~ (x~U2,g21 (x)·yl). 
Then the bundle space B=B*/~. 
Let q:B*~ B be the natur~l projection and 
~f*: UxY6-9 B• the inclusion map, so that we have a set of 
maps t~*:U~Y~ B*t corresponding to the covering\_u~. 
The bundle projection p:B~X is then defined by 
poq(xfU,y)=x and the maps 
t~=qo~*:U'IC.Y~ p-1 (U)J - a) 
-20-
are strip maps which define the structure iti. 
!!..:.,2 If H G is a subgroup the set of maps gf • H where X , 
~x~iti can be considered as a point in a space which we 
call iti/H. Then ~/H(X,G/H,G,iti) is a fibre bundle where 
G/H is the space of right cosets ( 61. 
There is a very important theorem about this fibre 
bundle, a proof of which will be sketched here as some 
details of the proof will be referred to later. The 
theorem is well known [15 p44l. 
THEOREM Let HC:. G be a subgroup and let We:. G/H be an 
open set with d:W~ G such that qod=~ where s:G:=, G/H 
:i,.s the natgi'al- prq·jeotion._ .. 'r:tl:e:n: the ·substructure-s of 
m with group Hare in one-one correspondence with the. 
cross sections of m/H(X,G/H,G,m). 
PROOF Let q:iti11119ili/H be the natural projection. 
Suppose lie;. iti is a substructure with group H. Then if 
we define f(x)=q(mx), f:X~ m/H is a cross section. 
On the other hand suppose f: X....=. iti/H is a cross 
section. We put ·ii=q -l~_f (X)). 
Let ¢:U,c.,G 4J=!pitiu be a strip map of iti then we may al-so 
write ¢': Ul(,(G/H)~ iliu''li since iii and m/.d are associated 
L§l.5l. Then the map 
;=¢o(t.,d)._,¢'-l.- f:U'._, iti a) 
-21-
where U'c:.U is open is a local cross section of iti and the 
set of such cross sections clearly covers X so that we 
have only to show that 14. has values in iii t~1.31. 
Now it is easy to see that q• ~=~u(f:o ,g) from which 
qo~=~• (E: ,qod) o¢1., f 
=~•(f:o,;.~).¢1o f = f. 
So that q•~=f and ~ has values in ~ which completes the 
proof. 
§2 Manifolds 
I have made as few restrictions as possible in my 
·definition of a manifold 4ot regui:c·ing, for instance, a 
manifold to be connected or separable, although these 
extra hypothesis must of course 'be made for certain 
theorem:s. 
111 0-dimensional" manifolds are also allowed which 
are ·just discrete spaces. This is not done solely for 
the sake of completeness for it is often useful, fo~ 
instance, to consider a discrete group as a Lie group. 
§2.1 DEFINITION Let M be a topological space. L t eJ:: e . r 
be a. set of maps such that ~o each map f-t GFr there 
corresponds an open .set Uc. M and an open set Ec:. Rm, m 
-22-
being a fixed integer ~0, such that f:E~U. 
If a) the set tu) associated wi~h eJr covers M; 
b) ~i1of2 is non-singular and of class r for 
any pair of maps f 1 , f 2-t &'r;. 
then ~ is called an atlas of the manifold M(Rm,~r) 
where &-r is the maximum atlas ~ c:. ~ r t15 p21, 17 p68, 71. 
fuJ:Y atlas defines a unique manifold. 
m is called the dimension of the manifold and r its 
class. If r) 1 we say the manifold is differentiable. 
The notation M(Rm, #;: ) is apt to be cumbersome and 
. r 
therefore it is usual to speak of the manifold M without 
specifying the atlas implied. 
A number of properties of a manifold c~~ be 
extended to a complex-manifold M(Cm,Of .... ) which is defined 
in a similar manner but with the requirement that the 
maps in b) be analytic. However it will be assmned that 
the manifolds considered are real. 
§2. 2 The product of two manifolds M(Rm, 8F ) and N(Rn, e&-) 
· , r s 
is the manifold of dimension m+n and of class min(r,s) 
defined by the space M~N and the atlas ~r~~s t17 P751. 
If ,.:IVI-~tN we sa:y that 11: is of c·lass t if 
-23- . 
g -~ 1r of is of class 71 t for all f.f eJ= and ·g.f ~ • We 
r s 
s~ that it is regular at x.fM if ~ is differentiable, 
that is t ') 1, and if g -~ 1T •f has a Jacobian matrix of 
maximum rank at f-1 (x) [17 p801. Tr" is regular if it 
is regular at every point of M. This definition of 
regularity is consistent because of condition b) in the 
definition of a manifold. 
If f: E~ U where E c. Rm a.-·1d U c.M are open. and if f 
is regular and of class r then ft~r· 
If N c !vi, N having the induced topology we say that 
N is a submanifold of class t if the inclusion map 
i :N ~ lVl is regular and of class t [17 p851. In· 
particular if N is open it is a submanifold N(Rm,~·) 
r 
where &~c. ~r· 
§2.3 DEFINITION Let M(Rm,ek") be a differentiable 
manifold. Suppose f 1 :E1~ u1 and f2 :E2~ u2 are two 
maps of~. Let J 12(x) be the Jacobian matrix of 
-1· f 1 • f 2 associated with x-tu1 ("'\u2 so that J12 :u1 f"'u2 --) L(m), 
the real linear group on m variables. Now if J 23 and 
theory of Jacobian matrices. Thus from the bundle 
structure theorem a:n:y atlas of the manifold defines a 
unique fibre bundle T(Ml)(M,"Ifi,L(m),iti) since L(m) is a 
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transformation group of Rm [§1.81. This fibre bundle 
is called the tangent bundle of M [15 p22, 7). 
We shall use a symbol similar to T(M) for all 
tangent bundles, ~· being an operator associating with a 
differentiable manifold its t~~gent bundle. 
We will write Tv(llf{) for T(M)v for convenience. 
Tx(lVI) is the tangent plane at :x: and -fT:x(M) is called 
a tangen-t at x. Tx(M) is a vector space and a map 
11:T(M) T(N) will be called linear if it is fibre-
preserving and 11 Tx(M) is linear for every xfM [1_5 p241. 
- m §2.4 We note that L(m) leaves OfR invariant and thus 
there is in every tffilgent bundle a subb~~dle 
o(M)(M,O,L(m),m). The fibre being a point,o(M) is 
homeomorphic to IVl under the bundle projection. This 
subbundle is called the b'Wldle of zero tangents and, 
following the usual practice, we identify it with M. 
§2.5 From the construction theorem to every ff~, 
f:E~U, there corresponds a strip map of the tangent 
bundle which we call 
of:UKRm~TU(M) (§1.8 a)1 
The set of such strip maps we call o~. 
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If E is an open set in Rm it is a manifold, an atlas 
being just the inclusion map i: E.,_. Ifl. Hence 
Qi: E"JU'1.m~ T(E) and the tangent bundle has a reduction 
which is trivial. In general we ignore i and identify 
E~Rm and T(E) to avoid cumbersome notation. Later, 
however, a situation will arise where care has to be 
taken to avoid confusion due to this simplification. 
If Uc.M is open it is a submanifold U(Ifl,eJ-•) where 
Now oeb'' is a set of strip maps of 
Tu(M) covering U so that in a very natural way we 
identify Tu(M) and T(U). 
T(M) is itself a manifold of dimensions 2m. The 
atlas is defined by the set of maps 
d<Y" = l_df=ofe. (f ,& ) ::B}w.Rm~ T(U), where f-E(!t1. 
Finally I would like to make a few remarks on 
manifolds of dimension 0. In the definition R0 is taken 
to consist of one point only and L(O) is the identity. 
Such a manifold is clearly discrete and analytic. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a 
manifold M to be a-dimensional is that, using the 
convention in §2.4, T(M)=M. 
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§3 Integrable Structures 
An integrable structure is quite a useful idea and 
coordinates some well kn0\7n concepts. I commenced my 
research by trying to develop some necessary or 
sufficient conditions for a given substructure of a 
tangent bundle to be integrable, but this seems very 
difficult and at present I can only make a few 
conjectures, the main work of this thesis being concerned 
instead with connections and fibre bundles over bundle 
spaces. 
§3.1 DEFINITION Let M(Rm, ~) be a differentiable 
manifold-and T(M)(M,Rm,L(m),ifi) its tangent bundle. 
Consider V c. M. A substructure ·iiiv c:. inv is said to be 
integrable if there exists a set of maps @-*~&L' such 
that the restrictions of d~* are a set of strip maps 
of 'iliv covering V [ 211. The reduction of Ty(M) is 
called an integrable reduction. 
A number of workers. have used the idea of a sub-
structure to define important properties of a manifold 
and a few examples will be given here to show what the 
condition of integrability means in each case. 
examples will be referred to later. 
.These 
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I consider a differentiable manifold M(~,e;) and 
its tangent bundle T(M)(M,Rm,L(m),.m). lJic:.iti is a sub-
structure with group Gc:.L(m). Of course iliv may be 
integrable without iii being integrable (iliiVi being the 
same as iii) • 
§3.2 SCHOLIUM If G=SL(m), the special linear group, 
iii is said to orientate the manifold. In this case iii 
is always integrable. 
PROOF Consider ff f:J:, f:E._.U where U is connected. 
Let q :l~htL(m)--. L(m) be the natural projection and 
~=Rm~Rm the reflection in the origin. Then fo~~~ 
and ()(foDC.)o~f-1 (x,g)=-g for x~H a.nd g~L(m) t§2.21. 
Now since U and SL(m) are connected so is iliu and 
hence, since L(m) has only two component~, qoQf-1 (iliu) 
is either contained in SL(m) when Of is a strip map of 
iii or not in which case ()(fo~) is a strip map of iii. 
-Hence iii is integrable. 
§3.3 SCHOLIUM ·· If G is the complex linear group 
CL(lc) c:. L(2k) where m=2k, then iii is said to be a nearly 
complex structure. If it is integrable M admit:s; a · 
complex atlas OC. such that C:X,e-1c:.ei' for some 
k m ( 1 9:C .. R • 15 p209, 10, 11 • 
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PROOF Let ~· be the atlas of M such that o~* is a 
set of strip maps of ~. Without loss of generality 
we suppose that CL(k) is represented by the partitioned 
matrices of the form In this case we put 
Q(a+ib)= [~1 f R2k. 
Then @F•.Q is an atlas defining Ot for the condition 
Qfl~xo of2 .xfCL(k), where f 1 ,f2tc.Y"*, is just the 
, . ..., . ~ . .._. f- - n-1 ,-1 , !'"'. t b v-aucny-.n~ema.m1 cona.1. vJ.Ons o:t:· "=' u ~ 1 "' I 2o "=' -o e 
complex analytic. Since ~ *• 9 c..ot then ot..·e-1c. ~ 
since Bl" is maximal. 
§3.4 SCHOLIUivi If G is the group which leaves _a 
k-dimensional linear subspace of Ifl invariant then 
T(M) has a subbundle B(M,Y•,G,m) called a field of 
k-planes. If u is integrable then the manifold has 
a laminated structure llmiquely defined by ·:w. [16 p991. 
PROOF 
G c. L(m) 
form [ ~ 
Let 
Without loss of generality we may suppose 
to be the set of partitioned matrices of the 
C 1 where AfL(k) and BfL(m-k). 
B . 
&'-*=~ be an atlas such that 9Sf'-* is a set of 
that b1 .is independent of a2 • 
the laminated structure. 
This prope~ty defines 
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The field of k-planes is in fact integrable in the 
usual sinse of the word [ 271. Later we will discuss 
the Poisson bracket operation and show how the usual 
definition of integrable k-planes may be interpreted. 
It is possible to show that if M has a pair of 
fields complementary to each other and which are 
simultaneously integrable then IV! is an open set of the 
product of two other manifolds. This problem is 
equivalent to the integrability of a substructure with 
group L(k),cL(m-k). It is probably true that if the 
complementary fields are each integrable then they are 
simultaneously integrable. 
§3.5 The last exrunple I wish to give of an integrable 
structure concerns a Riemanni~~ metric. Since the 
manifolds we discuss are not necessarily separable the 
quadratic form does not always generate a true metric 
but it is a useful concept. Only positive definite 
metrics will be considered, although analogou:s results 
hold without this restriction. We use the fact that 
a positive definite quadratic form over a manifold is 
equivalent to a substructure of the tangent bundle with 
group the orthogonal group [ 7]. 
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SCHOLIUM If G=O(m) then the Riemannian metric 
associated with ~ is locally Euclidean if and only if 
iii is integrable [ 8 p56 1. 
PROOF Suppose ff~, f:E-==ou. 
where U'~ U is open, be a strip map of u. Write 
. A(x,f)=J(:l. Qf tL(m). t . 'l1hen G(x,f)=A (x,f)•A(x,f), X X 
where At is the transpose of the matrix A, is independent 
of 14 and is the symmetric matrix of the Riemannian metric 
at x with respect to the coordinate system f. 
Clearly if the Riemannian metric is locally flat, 
that is, if there exists an atlas ~* such that G(x,f) 
.,.. 
if the identity for all ft~* then m is integrable. 
Conversely if ~ is integrable, d~* being a set of 
strip maps of iii with &-*c:. & , then G(x, f) is the 
identity for any ft~*. 
To finish this chapter we will prove a theorem 
that is straightforward but essential later see 17 p82 
THEOREM Let M(Rm, reF) and N(Rn ,•ot) b:e two differentiable 
manifolds. Then the product bundle of their tangent 
bundles 
(T(M)~T(N)D,(M~i,Rm~R11 ,L(m)~L(n),m~ili.) 
is isomorphic to an integrable reduction of the tangent 
bundle 
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PROOF An atlas of IvhcN is c=F'" t:4:. therefore 9 (<;Y" ct.) is 
a set of strip maps of @*. In fact 9 (~ ~ot) is also 
a set of strip maps of a substructure @ c:. @* with group 
L(m),cL(n). Because if f1 ,f2t~ and k 1 ,k2t ot then 
(f1 ,k1 )-
1
o (f2 ,k2 )=(fl
1
o f 2 , k:i
1
• k 2 ) and the Jacobian 
matrix 
o(fl,kl)(~,y) o<f2,k2)<x,y) 
is the partitioned matrix 
c)fl:x ~f2.x 
t L(m+n) 
Now since + -. · - o p T r ' T r ' a.c t s .-,Jn .E:ru.., +n __ .r~:im."' R-'-n 1 ., ·-· o·..... , - m ,..,. Y\ - ~ ·-· ....... .;, 0 .._ ..._ .u \.' .1. ,,. • .u ,..._,_, 
in the same wa:y as the group of the product; bundle of 
the tangent bundles, it is .only necessary to show that 
the product of the principal bundles m~~ is isomorphic 
to@. 'l1his is clearly true, o(f,k) (of-1 ,ok-1 ) being 
a restriction of the isomorphism for all f-t ~ and kf ct.. 
In future we will not hesitate to call T(M)"T(Y) 
the tangent bundle of ItJhcN, although this is really an 
abuse of language. 
When considering •r(T(Rm)) however we must be· 
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particularly careful as this may be considered as 
T(Rm~Rm) since T(Rm) is trivial and thus again as the 
trivial bundle (Rm..,.:t,tm)-,.R2m or alternatively by this 
theorem as the product bundle 1r(~) 7!-T(Rm) or 
· (Rm"R1n),..(Rm"~). This distinction occurs repeatedly 
when every care is taken to avoid confusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 DIJ?FERENTIALS AND O'l'HER lVlAPS 
§4 Differentials 
The idea of defining a differential as a map is 
due to Chevalley (17 p781. However the definitions 
of tangents and manifolds that he used were quite 
different from those given in the first chapter of this 
thesis and thus it is necessary to define and discuss 
this differential map here. 
This definition is in three parts. 
a) Let E ~Rm and Fe:. Rn be open sets. If 1r:E ~ F 
is a differentiable map then d1T:T(E)~T(F) is defined by 
d1T(a,y)=(1TEa), ~·y) 
matrix of 1T at a, so that where 01T is the Jacobian Oa 
y-tRm and 01r -t n oa"Y R • 
b) Let M(Rm, C!F) be a differentiable manifold and 
consider f-t~, f:E.-u. We define 
df=ofo (f ,E:) :E'IC.Rm='l'(E)_..T(U). [§2. 51. 
c) Finally let N(Rn,q;) and L(R1 ,ct) be two other 
differentiable manifolds and let 'TTl: M ~ N a..."l.d Tr2 : L~ M 
be differentiable. Then we define 
d(lT101T2)=d"l•dlT2 . 
The map d1r thus associated with a:n:y differentiable map 
lT is called the differential of lT• 
§4.2 The consistency of this definition is perhaps 
not immediately obvious and we must show that the 
condition in c) holds for the differentials in a) and b). 
If L:, M and N are open sets in R1 , 1-tD- and Rn 
respectively this condition is the immediate interpretation 
of the theorem on the Jacobian matrices of functions of 
functions. 
In the secor1d case for f 1 , f 2-t<Y=' we must show that 
'df '\-l .. ..:~ ~ _..:~'f-lo f '\ ?l._;i-0'" \ 1 I ., u..a. 2- u. \ l 2 I • .!.~ •• 
(dfl)-! df2(a,y)=(f11 ,~)·9f1~ of2(f2(a),y) 
=(fll'~)(f2(a),gl2(a)·y) 
=(fl~ f2(a),gl2(a)·y) 
where g12 (a) is the Jacobian matrix of fl
1
"' .r2 at a [§2. 51. 
This last term is by definition d(fl~ r 2)(a,y) which 
( ) -1 -1 ) proves that d.f1 • df2=d(f1 • .r2 • 
Now by definition (dg)-~ d(g•"TT1 • .r-1 )•df for gf~ 
and ff~ is a restriction of d~1 and it is easy to see 
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from what I have jll:st shown that such restrictions 
define d~1 uniquely. 
§4.3 A large number of very useful properties of the 
differential as defined in a) can be extended to the 
general case because the maps deY as defined in b) are 
bundle isomorphisms. We shall not prove all these 
results for they are quite straightforward, but will 
just state those which will be needed later. 
i) The projection of d1r :i:S "TT• That is dw\M=1r 
[§1.4, §2.4]. 
ii) 
... ' J.J.J.) -l This last result implies that if if is also 
We may therefore write dw-l for both 
iv) If iT:IvhcN=t M is the natural projection so is 
v) lf iT:M--l-N is a constant map so is dw. This 
has in fact a converse. If diT:T(M)~ N then n is 
constant on every connected component of M [1~ p80) 
vi) If C1r1 ,w2 ): M1xM2 -. N1"'N2 then 
d(w1 ,1r2 ) :T(.M1xM2 )---, T(N1~N2 ) corresponds to 
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(.d1rl ,d1T2 ): T(lVl1 )..,.T(M2 ).....:, T(N1 ) td'(N2 ) [§3 .61 . 
vii) If r.:M')(. N -9L and for x.fiVI 1rx:N -f L is defined 
by 1r (y)="TT(x,y) then d(1Tx)=(dr.2x where (d"TT) (~)=d"TT(x,~) 
X ~ X ' 
so that we m~ write d1rx·· for both d(1r ) and (d"TT) • X X 
viii) Any differentiable map is linear ts2.31. 
In the case when ii:l\II~N __, L this implies that 
§4.4 If the map 1r is regular it has certain properties 
that will "be very important [ §2. 21. These properties 
are again exte:r.isions of simple properties of the 
special case a) of the definition and so I will not' 
give detailed proofs. 
It will be seen from this that Chevalley's 
definition of regularity is slightly more restricted 
but otherwise equivalent to that given here [17 p80l. 
Consider a differentiable map 1r: M __. N where M and 
N are differentiable lllanifolds of dimensions m and n 
respectively. 
n is a linear map. The properties of such linear 
maps enables us to assert the following:-
a) n is onto if and"· only if m ') n and 1T is 
regular at x; 
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b) n is one-one if and only if m'n and Tl' is 
regular at x. 
Further, the classical theorems on the independence 
and reversibility of functions of several variables can 
be interpreted in the following w~:-
~) Wben the conditions a) are satisfied there 
exists an open set U c. M with x.fU such that 
Tl'l U:U=p Tr(U) is an open map [17 pBOl; 
~) When b) is true then there exists an open set 
Uc.M with xtU such that TI'\U:U .. TI'(U) and has a regular 
inverse (17 P791. 
We will require these results most often in the 
following form. 
THEOREM If M(Rm,f\Y:) and N(Rn,~) are differentiable 
manifolds and TI':M~ N is regular then:-
a) TI':Ivl~N implies m)n, 1i is open and dir:T(M)_,. T(N); 
b) 'TT:M~ N implies m'-n and dTI': T(M)~ 'l'(N). 
c) ": rvu:;~. N implies -1 is regular and m=n, Tl' 
drr: T(M)~ 'l'(N). 
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§5 The twist and solder 
The solder has been defined by Ehresmann but the 
twist is my own conception lll p421. Both these maps 
prove very useful because they charactize properties of 
differentials without having to refer to each individual 
coordinate system. J·ust how far these maps go towards 
characterizing the differential of a differential I do 
not know, but it is clear that if a substructure is 
integrable it will have some special relation to these 
maps and they might be used to characterize integrability 
conditions. 
The twist has some relation to the "exterior 
differentiation of forms" which is used to such good 
purpose by Cartan l j·, 171 _. 
Both these maps could be generalised, indeed the 
solder is already a special case of the solder as 
defined by Ehresmruh~. We do not require such 
generalisations here, however, and so will not discuss 
them. 
55.1 Consider differentiable and linear map \1: T(E)--- T(F) 
1ii · n 
where E c.R and Fe:. R are open.. We can write 
N N ll (a,b)=(-rr(a), n (a)·b) where n(a) iS ·SOme (mJC.n) matrix. 
Let T(T(E)) be written.as the trivial bundle 
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.. 
T(E)~2m or (E~m)~(R~Rm) writing T(T(F)) similarly. 
Then 
~ Q QN ~ dn((a,b),(c,d))=((-TT(a),n(a)•b),(i5_.c, 9~.~·c+ nca)•d)) 
where ~ is the Jacobian matrix of ~ at a and ~·b·c is 
linear in both b and c. 
N If n were a differential so that fi (a)=S~ then 
~·b·c is also symmetric in b and c. We can express 
these remarks in the following way:-
by 
and 
by 
vVe denote ( (R~O) 1'-(0~m)) by T#=(Rm) and define 
T: T(T(Rm) )~ T(T(Rm)) 
1 ((a,b),(c,d)~=((a,c),(b,d)) 
cr : 'l~Rm )c=t~ T(Rm) 
~cca,o),(o,d))=Ca,d). 
We nota immediately that 
The ~ap 1 m~ be used in characterizing the 
differential of a differential and~ in characterizing 
a linear map-. , is especially useful because the 
property it represents is one of the most importru1t in 
the treatment of integrability conditions. 
!35.2 These simply defined maps may be extended to 
manifolds. 
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DEFINITION Let M(Rm, at") be a manifold o.f class ) 2. 
I.f 7 :'l'(T(Rm))~T(T(Rm)) is as defined in §5.1 then we 
define 7 oddfo 7 oddf-l to be a restriction of the twist 
map 7:T(T(lvl))~'I'(T(M)) for all f.f:eF. 
The consistency o.f this def-inition follows 
directly from formula i) of §5.1 and we use the symbol 
7 for the twist map on any m&~ifold. 
35.3 As with differentials we can generalise some of the 
properties o.f 7 in §5.1, the most important being:-
a) To 1=6; 
b) 7 oddn=ddno 7 for any map n of class) 2; 
c) the twist· ·1 : T(T(lVll(._li) ).~ 'l'(1'(M,..N")) 
corresponds to (I 7 T): T( T(M) )'IC.T( T(N) )~ 'l'(T(M)) Y.T(T(l'r)). 
DE:FINITION If Wc.T(T(iv'f)) is invariant under ,, that is, 
i.f 1 (W)c W we s~ that it is symmetric. Similarly if 
n: T(T(M)) ~ T(T(N·)) is such that ,,n =n• T we say that 
n is symmetric. 
It is interesting to note that if a differential is 
sy1mn.etric it must be the differential of a differential. 
This may seem surprising but it is quite simple to prove. 
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However I shall not need this result and will not 
prove it in detail. 
§5.4 The solder is a similar generalisation of~ in §5.1. 
DEFINITION Let M(Rm,~) be a manifold of class) 2. 
We define T"(iVI) c::. T( T(M)) by Tf-(M)= ~f~ ddf \_'l1#(E) f· 
Then if ~:T~(Rm)~T(Rm) is defined in s5.1, 
dfoc:rgddf-l is defined to·be a restriction of the solder 
map ~: T .. (Jlli)~ T(M) for all · f{:cY. 
The consistency of this definition is a consequence 
of the formula ii) of §5.1. In future we will use 
f9r every solde~ ... map irrespective of the manifold to 
which it refers. 
T4(M) is pointwise invariant under 1 . That is, 
every point of T (.M) is a symmetric set. In fact an 
alternative definition of ~(M) is the set of symmetric 
points in TM(T(M)) [§8.21. 
As before we can generalise a number of properties 
of o= and T'*crvi) a.s defined iu §5.1. The most im!Jortant 
are:-
a) the solder is linear; 
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b) T~(M~)=T•(M)~T•(N) and the solder 
cr-: T•(M~N) ~ T(M,..N) corresponds to the solders 
(cr,""') :T#(!Vl)"'-T#(N)~ T(M)'I'.T(N); 
c) If n: '11(M)---.. 'I'(N) is linear and differentiable 
then dn : T'#(M)___.. T1#:cN) and n • c:r =G"b an . 
Let n: T(IVl) --=t T(N) be a differentiable 
map such that dn : Tff(M) ~ ~(N). 'rhen 
a- vdflecr-1 :•r(M)_, T(N) 
is called the linear part of n . 
From the property c) of the previous paragraph it 
follows immediately that if n is linear it is identical 
with its li:J:!ear part. Since_ fS"' is linear, so also is 
the linear part, so the name is quite justified. 
It must be noted that this definition is slightly 
vague as no conditions have been given on n for the 
condition on an to hold. As a matter of fact it is 
sufficient that n be fibre-preserving and maps 
lVlc.T(M) into Nc:.T(N). That this is so will not appear 
-
until later, but this will not matter as this definition 
will not be used just yet L§S.21. In fact the 
definition has been put here for the sake of completeness 
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and could have been left till later. 
Let us note a very important property of this 
linear part. If n1 and n 2 satisfy the hypothesis and 
nlon2 is defined then if the linear parts of nl and 
n2 are ni and n 2 respectively then n ion 2 is the 
linear part of n 1° n 2" 
§6 Lie Groups 
The theory of Lie groups has been discussed in 
great detail elsewhere (171. However this approach is 
slightly different from the usual one and we need some 
theorems which have not been proved elsewhere so I will 
give a brief discussion of the subject. 
§6.1 DEFINITION Let G be a group and let G(Rr,f!/") be 
an analytic manifold. G is then a Lie group if for 
g1 ,g2.fG ~(g1 ,g2 )=g1 ·g2 andr(g1 )=gi1 define two regular 
and analytic maps ~: G"'G a=!p G and f: Gt;:::4 G. 
In this case )\ is open and so )\g: G~ G is defined 
by ~g(g')=~(g,g') l§4.41. The definition implies also 
if ft ~ then >-.gof-f eP for all gfG and thus l~yf where gfG} 
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is an atlas of G L§2.11. 
86.2 The theorem to be proved now is essential to this 
work and has often been assumed but as far as I know 
never stated or proved explicitly. 
THEOREM If G is a Lie grouE so is T~G) 2 the ma,Es ~ 
·.and JJ-
' 
being replaced by d~ aad d):\. , 
PROOF The identity is efG c:.T(G·) for ~g is regular and 
'>.-e=~ so that if fTCG) then 
e·)'=cl)..(e, 1)=d~e(l)=df:-(J)=l l §4. 3 v:Li) .and. ii )1. 
The unique inverse of )' is dr( l). For since 
fr:Gt;:::I!IG then ~:T(G)===- T(G) t§4.41~ Also~o('= ,f')o~ 
is a constant map onto e and therefore so is 
d~o(d&,dr)~d~ t§4.3 v)). That is 
Hence 
dl\o (de, ,d,)odb("J)=d~D (dt;,df')()', J) 
=d~ c~,cr<J)) 
= )'" rr-<l)=e 
The associative law in G may be written 
t§4.3 ii)1 
d~o (d>-., d~ )= (d~ ,dtr )• d": '1'( G)"-'!'( G) ,.,T(G )~ T(G) 
which is the associative law in T(G). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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§6.3 Two important subgroups of T(G) are G and T (G). 
- e 
That G is a subgroup follows from the relations 
d ~I G ltG= ~ and ~ \ G= r l §4 • 3 1 ) ) . 
Te(G) is a subgroup because if p:T(G)~ G is the 
bundle projection then pc.dk= ~c. (p ,p) and po dr=f•P. So 
that if v .fT. (G) and " .fTg (G) then " ·" .f'rg .. (G) 
11 1 gl 11 2 2 pl p2 1 g2 
and v-1-tT .-l(G). Thus T (G) is closed with respect 
Pl gl e 
to multiplication and inversion and is in fact a normal 
subgroup. 
Te (G) is also abelian because if y , y -€T (G) then 
Pl P2 e 
d~(l '))=d)\(). ,e)+d)l.(e, 1 )=) +) [s4.3 viii)1. 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Suppose H*c::. T(G) is a subgroup then p(H*)=H is a 
subgroup of G so also is TH(G) and T(H) if the latter 
exists. 'l'his follows immediately from the result we 
have just used to show that T (G} is a normal subgroup. 
e 
§6.4 T(T(G)) is also a Lie group, multiplication being 
defined by dd)\. These double differentials have 
special properties which lead to the following theorem. 
THEOREM The twist 7 : 'l'(T(G) )~ T(T(G)) is a group 
isomorphism. 'l'he set ~(G) is a subgroup of T(T(G)) 
and cr:T#(G)l;=t 1'(G) is also a group isomorphism. 
PROOF That 1 is a group isomorphism follows from the 
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symmetry of dd~ and d~ 1§5.31. 
Also dd~: Trl:( G~G) __, T#t G) and dar: Tt'P(G) ==::,. T~( G) 
and Tfft G'I(.G) = T'*(G) ,c.T#( G) L§5 .41. So that 'l•~(G) is 
closed with respect to multiplication and inversion 
and is therefore a subgroup. 
That cr is a group isomorphism follows from the 
relations CS'a dd)\=d)I.•IS'" and ~ dar=a.;-ocr • 
§6.5 I am. now going to give a proof of a theorem that 
is fundamental irJ. any application of the theory of Lie 
groups. It is well known, although the theorem has 
been written in a number of different wa:ys [17 pl031. 
It is proposed to give a proof here because the methods 
ar1d defilli'Liu:a:;; differ· fr·o1:u those nor-mally used aild 
also because we will refer to some of the details of 
the proof. 
THEOREM If G is a Lie group the manifold G(Rr,~) is 
parallelisable, that is, the tangent bundle 
T(G)(G,Rr ,L(r) ,ifi) has a substructure ili.c::.ifi with group 
identity. 
PROOF Let ~ and ~ be defined as in §6.1. g 
ftGt'", f: ECii==$ U, where e.fU. 
is the substructure required. 
Consider 
We note that t~g0 f; g~G\ is an atlas of G and hence 
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Q~~g•f) is a strip map of m for all g~G. Now 
d~ • of• (f, e:)=d~. df g g 
so that 
for all 
=d(?\ 0 f) g 
=o ~g f )o().go f, f:) 
d). • Qf=Q (). o f) o (~ , '=) and hence g g g 
d~goofe=o(~go f)~g(e)=o()\g f)g 
g~G. Hence me::. m. 
We define 
Ji=d}\a (f,Qfe):G~Rr _, T(G) a) 
~d note that )t{ =d~• Of ~m where )t{ (y)=i(g,y). This g g e g 
shows that ·Jig is onto for each g~G and thus i is onto. 
Also since d~ is open and ofe is a homeomorphism )t{ is 
open L§4.41. Finally ~ is one-one for if 
Jl(g1 ,ofe(j ))=Jt{(g2 ·ofe()' )) where )' 'l ~Te(G) then 1 -1 2 1_12 
g1 ·; =g2 ·) • But g1 ·g2~G and J ·~ ~Te(G) while 
1 2 -1 -1 1 2 
G ("\ T e (G) = e so ·that g 1 • g 2 = ).. • 1,... = e t §6 • 31. l. c. 
Thus )t{:G~R~ T(G) ~s a strip map of m covering G 
so that m is in fact a substructure which clearly has 
group the identity. 
§6.6 DEFINITION We say that a Lie group G is a trans-
formation group of the manifold M(Rm,~) if there is 
given a regular map "\l: G'IC~ ==t M of maximum class such that 
'\)(e,x)=x and '\lo(Er,'\))="\Jca()..,E:) (15 P71. 
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This definition implies that'\) is an open map so 
that~ :MO=D M where '\) (x)='\l(g,x). g g It is a common abuse 
of language, which we will also use, to speak of the map 
g when '\l is meant. g In this case the map dg means 
d~g which may also be written as the map g. 
THEOREM If G is a transformation group of the 
differentiable manifold M(Rm,~) then T(G) is a traris-
formation group of the manifold T(M). 
PROOF The proof is quite trivial. In fact it is 
easy to see that d'\1: T(G ).,c.·r(M)~ T(M) has the required 
properties. 
§6. 7 i'fow the general linear group L(m) is a Lie group 
and is a transformation group of the manifold Rm. 
LEl·:'ITVIA T(L(m)) is isomorphic to the normaliser of the 
partitioned matrix l ~ ~] where 1 is the identity 
matrix in L(m). il'his group we denote by D(m ,m) c:. L(2m). 
2 l~OOF The space of L(m) is an open set in R~ so 
2 T(L(m))=L(m)~Rm [17 pl6l. If we write an element of 
2 
Rm in matricial form and denote this set of (m~m) 
matrices by 'Trt then T(L(m) )=L(m)Kifrf. Thus 
"\) :L(m)'ICRm~ Rm being defined by ~(g,y)=g·y it is not 
difficult to see that 
i' 
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d~ ( (g ,g)' (y ,y) )= (g··y ,g·y+g"y) 
where (g,g)tL(m)~~=T(L(m)) so that (g,g) mqy be 
represented by the partitioned matrix 
[ g "l g g -t D(m,m) 
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CHAPTER 3 TANGENTS TO BUNDLE SPACES 
~7 The tange~t bundle of a fibre bundle 
In this section it is proved that the fibre bundle 
we discuss can be fibred in two different ways. This 
fundamental theorem gives rise to a discussion of the 
subbundles and maps connecting those two fibre bundles. 
§7 .1 We must first give the defini t1.on of a di1'ferentia.ble 
fibre bundle that we are going to use. Ehresmann has 
given one that is almost e~actly the same [81. 
DEFINI'riON Let B, M and Y be manifolds and let G be 
a transformation group of the manifold Y [§6.5). The 
fibre b-undle B(IVI,Y,G,m) is said to be a differentiable 
fibre bundle of class r ') 1 if there exists a set of 
regular strip maps each of class r and covering ivl 
whose inverses are also of class r. 
This implies of course that the mahifolds B, iii and Y 
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are all of class ) r. It also implies that the bundle 
projection and every map of m is regular and of class r 
because the natural projections of M Y onto M and Y are 
regular and of class r. 
It is easy to see that if B(M,Y,G,m) is a 
differentiable fibre bundle we m~ define the structure 
of a manifold on ai so that the principal bundle i5 i;=; 
also a differentiable fibre bundle and of the same class. 
Also if h~ is of class ) r+l then the tangent bundle 
T(M) is a differentiable fibre bundle of class r. 
§7.2 If~ is a local cross section of m then it defines 
. . ~ ~ r §~ ~ ·., 
a s~r1p ma~ or m L ~.c a)J· ~ N1 ouppose ~ is regular and 
of class r then it can be seen from the construction 
that the strip map defined by it is ree;ula.r U11cl of claos r 
as also is the inverse of the strip map . 
.An impor·t;ant theorem of Steenrod states that if M 
is separable and metric then any cross section of the 
differentiable fibre hundle can 'be 11 approximated to 11 by 
a cross section of class r unless r=~. U5 p251. Thus 
in some sense any strip map of iti can be approximated to 
by a strip map of class r. 
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§7.3 We are now in a position to prove one of the main 
theorems of this thesis. 
THEOREM If B(M,Y,G,m) is a differentiable fibre 
bundle then T(B) is the bundle space not only of the 
tangent bundle to B but also of a well defined fibre 
bundle T (B) ( '1' ( 1VJ ) , T ~ Y) , 'l' ( G) , T * ( m ) ) • ~urther the space 
T*(ili) is homeomorphic to T(m). 
:PRO\JF It is convenient to use the abbreviation T*(B) 
for the fibre bundle T(B)(T(M),T(Y),T(G),T*(m)) 
reserving T(B) as an abbreviation for the tangent bundle. 
With this convention the space T(B) may also be denoted 
by T* (B). 
If p:B =9 M is the bundle projection, it is regular 
and so dp: T(B) ::=r; iJ:·(i~I) and dp is the bundle projection for 
'l' * (B) ( §4 • 41 . 
If ¢':Ul(Y~B-u is a regular strip map of ili then 
d¢':'r(U)xT(Y)o=a T(Bu) (§4.L~1. We will see that we may 
define d~ to be a strip map of T*(m). 'l'hese strip maps 
will then define the fibre bundle T*(B). 
First we note that pollf:U"'Y=- U is the natural 
projection, so therefore is dp~;~d¢: T(U)!C.T(Y) =-~p T(U) t §4. 3 iv )1. 
Hence dp-~\ T(U))=dllft.r(U)I(.T(Y)~= T(BU) so that 
d¢: T(U}~C.T(Y )~ T* T(U) (B)=dp -ltT(U)J 
and dgf:~J( T(Y)~T*\(B)=dp-l(S) 
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where ~.fT(U). 
Now consider two regular strip maps 
g12 : u1 n. u2~ G be the map defined by g12(x)=9SJ.:x (l12 .x 
so ·that g12 is differentiable and for xfU1 f"\ u2 
¢1t(l12 (E,y)=(x,g12(x)·y). 
If ~:G~Y=- Y defines the transformation group G 
then 
¢'J: ~ 9). 2 =. ( E: , '\)) o ( t= , g 12 , E:) o (~ , c ) l §6 • 6 ]. 
Thus drDI~ d(li2=(d~,d~)o(d~,dg12 ,d~)o(d~,d~). But 
d~:T(G)~T(Y)~T(Y) defines T(G) as a transformation 
group of T(Y) and dE-=·~, db=~ \.§4. 3 ii)1. 
d(lillCI d(l$2(~ ,~)=('!,,dgl2(~)• ?) 
So that 
' a; 
where dg12 :'l•(u1 )nT(U2 ).......~~tT(G) and hence d¢'1 and d(l$2 
m~ be defined as strip maps of T*(m). 
Consider the principal bundle m(M,G,G,ffi) and let 
i: U,c.G e;=~p mu be the strip map of I associated with ¢'. 
Then m is a differentiable fibre bundle and thus we 
may define T(m)(T(M),T(G),T(G),T*(ffi)), a strip map of 
T*(ffi)being d$6'. 
On the other hand the principal bundle 
T*(m)(T(M),T(G),T(G),T*(m)) has a strip map associated 
with d(l$ which we call d$6. These last two fibre bundles 
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are clearly isomorphic the strip map d¢ corresponding 
to the strip map di. This follows because in the fibre 
bundle 'l'(ili)(T(M) ,T(G) ,T(G) ,T*(al)) 'l'(G) acts on T(G) by 
left translations. 'l'hus T(m) and T*(m) are 
homeomorphic d~od~1 being a restriction of the 
homeomorpfi.ism. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
B'7 .£~ As an example of this theorem let iJ(affi, t:e') and 
Y(Rn,~) be differentiable manifolds. It is easy to 
see that T*(M-,cY) is the trivial bundle T(M)-.cT(Y) whereas 
T(.M-.Y) is the product bundle '.i.'Cvl))(T(Y) tl33.6"l. 
If 95 is a regular strip map of m and kf Gl'-.C\ then 
~ok is a coordinate map of the manifold B. Therefore 
<)(¢'•k) is a strip map of the tangent· bundle whereas deS 
is a strip map of the fibre bundle T*(B). 
course a relation between them. In fact 
so that 
=dQ¢'•k) 
=o ( ¢'o k) 0 ( rD ok 'f:) 
d¢'ook=o(¢'ok)o(¢',~) 
'l1here is of 
a) 
§?.5 The last part of the theorem in ~7-3 shows that we 
may continue the convention we established identifying 
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m and~ and also identify T*(m), T*(~) and T*(m). 
Thus we identify diio)' di(~,~) and d~~ for JfT(G) 
and ~~T(i\11). 
This me~1s that we identify d¢(x,e) and d~x· But 
d'¢[GKY=¢' so that d¢(x,e)=¢(x,e)=~xfiDc:. T(m). r.rhus we 
do not distinguish between the maps dm c. ·r• (m) and the 
zero tangents mc::T(m). 
These identifications enable us to prove the 
following very useful lemma:-
LEIIJIJ.11lA Let ~:iD)C.Y=-B be defined by ~<~x'y)=¢'x(y) then 
d~(9~,1)=9t(?) where d~:T*(m)~T(Y)~ T*(B). 
PROOF Let,a.:G'II.Y~Y be defined by -o(g,y)=g·y then if 
¢.is a regular strip map of ifi tile map g)o(~,-·\))e~(~- 1 ,e:) 
I ( ' ( -1 " is a restriction of!)( • 'rhus dfl) o dr=-,d'\) )c.~ d~ , d6) is a 
restriction of d~. 
Consider e5~T*~(m). Then we may write 9~=d~~·~ 
for some regular strip map g) and some )'fT(G). In this 
case 
d-"(9~,1 )=dol..(d~~· )''1) 
=d¢'o(~,d~)o(d~1 ,&)(dg)~• J'?) 
=d¢'o(~,d~)(~')''?) 
=d¢'i( )'' ~) 
=d¢'~· J(?)=95(?). 
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A very useful consequence of this lemma is, if 
q:T(m)~ m and q:T(B)~ B and p:T(Y)~ Y are bundle 
projections, that q• doe.= al\.o(q, p) l§4. 31 . That is 
q\Qt(~ )~=q(Qi}(:P<t )1. 
§7 .6 If' B 1 (IIII 1 , Y 1 , G 1 , iii 1 ) is some other differentiable 
fibre bundle then the tangent bundle T(BKB 1 ) has a 
reduction to the product ·bundle T(B)~(B') [§3.61. 
In fact from a short scrutiny of the proof in s7.2 
one sees that the fibre bundle 
T*(BKB 1 )(T(lvhc.fvi' ),1.1(YIC.Y' ),T(G~<.G 1 ),T*(ffi,..i6 1 )) is 
reducible to the product bundle of T*(B) and 'r*(B 1 ). 
This is a simple consequence of a result on 
,. § _., differentials L 4.j viJJ. 
The same result also enables us to see that if B 
~ ' and B1 are associated then T*(BKB 1 )=T*(B)KT*(B 1 ). 
~ Suppose ":B~ B 1 is a differentiable and fibre-
preserving map so that if p:B~ 1\ll. and p 1 :B'~ M1 are 
the bundle projections P 1•n=;op where " is the 
projection of n [§1.31. It is easy to see that n 
is differentiable so that dp '• dv=d;odp. Thus both 
dn:T(B) --:t T(B') and di1':T*(B)~ T*(B 1 ) are fibre-preserving. 
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§7.8 The last of these short remarks is about subbundles. 
Suppose B 1 (M, Y1 ,G,ai) is a subbundle of B. 
is a subbundle of T*(B) with fibre T(Y'). 
Then T*(B 1 ) 
Before 
showing this it is necessary to prove that T(Y 1 ) is 
invariant under T(G). Now the fact that Y1 is invariant 
under G may be written ~c G 'IC.Y 1 ) c:. Y 1 and hence 
d'\)tT(G))C..T(Y 1 )1 c:. T(Y 1 ) where'\) is defined as in §7.5 . 
Hence 'r*(B) will have a su"bhundle with fibre T(Y 1 ). 
'l'hat this is in fact T* (B 1 ) can be seen from the fact 
that if ¢':U,c.YC~=toBu is a regular strip map of i6 then 
¢': u~Y.' ~ Bu so that al'>': T(u)"'"TCY • )~ T,i,cu) CB •). 
§7. 9 The fibres of the fibre bundles are subinanifolds 
and form a laminated structure of the manifold B 'i.a, 161. 
It is clear that the set of tangents to the f'ibre should 
be an integrable field of n-planes, Y being of 
dimension n. The next theorem describes this 
integrable field. 
TlE~ORE.\11 
PROOF 
, tm 
fllx' x 
!~ir(B) c:. T(B) is an integrable field of n-planes. 
TM(B)= ~ d¢'xlT(Y)1= ~fJ T(Bx) since if 
¢' :Y~B and hence d¢' :T(Y)~T(B ). That is 
X X X X 
T1~(B) is just the set of the tangents to the fibres of B. 
Let ¢'1 :u1.,...Y~Bu and ¢'2 :u2"~~-YO==IPBu be two 1 2 
regular strip maps of i6 and consider x-EU1 ~u2 • Let 
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k1 ,k2-te?J''K~ be such that k!1 Cx,y1 ) and k21 Cx,y2 ) are 
defined where ~1 (x,y1 )=~2 (x,y2 )=b. Then 
o CS!>'l" kl )b (O~n)=o (~lo kl) (~1 (x,yl)' (O~n)) 
=d~1·ok1 ((x,y1 ),(0"-Rn)) l§7.4 a)1 
=d~l.x\Tyl (Y)} 
=d~2.x\.~·y2 (Y)1 
=o<~2· k2)b(o~n). 
Now the set of maps like ¢1& k 1 is an atlas for B 
say i . We have seen that the strip maps oL define 
an integrable substructure on T(B) leaving (O~~n) 
invariant. Thus we have a subbundle which is an 
integrable field of n-planes. 
clearly l-J_ T(B ;'=T~'B) .. 
The subbundle is 
xf!Vl x M' 
§'7.10 .Another subbundle of T(B) is the set of zero 
ta..-r1gents B c;. T(B) in fact it is a sub bundle of the 
subbundle in the preceding paragraph. It will be 
proved that it is also a subbundle of T;1(B). 
Before doing this however we will define "semi-
integrability 11 which extends the idea of an integrable 
structure a little further [§3.11. 
DEFil'fi TI ON If @c::.Tw(iti) is a substructure where 
W c.. T(M) it is said to be semi-integrable if there exists 
a set of strip maps of iti where restricted differentials 
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are strip maps of @ covering W. 
The reduced fibre bundle with structure @ is then 
said to be a semi-integrable reduction of Tw(B).. We 
are mainly interested in the case when W is the whole 
of 'l1(M). 
THEOREM dm c:. TM(iti) is a semi-integrable subst:t.•uc·ture. 
The semi-integrable reducti-=-on;;;_..;.o.;;;.f__;;;,T.'~(B) with this sub-
- - :I.V1 
structure has a subbundle isomorphic to B(M,Y,G,ili) 
PROOF We use the notations of the previous paragraphs 
of this section. 
, ' .-1 . gl2lx)=¢1.~ ¢2.x" 
5~T(U1 /\u2 ) l§7.3 
g12 : U1n. u2~ G is defined by 
·~nen d9lJ:~i d~2;rdgl2(1f.) where 
a)l, so that Q~l.~d~2 .x=dg12 Cx)=g12 Cx) 
Thus dilic:.T.~(ili) is a semi-lV! 
integrable substructure with group G and is clearly 
isomorphic to m. 
Since G leaves Yc. T(Y) invariant there is a sub-
bundle of the reduction of T1~(B) with fibre Y. Its· 
bundle space iS ~iii d¢'x(Ud)= ~J Jlix(U~Y)=Bc:.T(B). 
This subbundle is isomorphic to B(M,Y,G,ili). 
'l'his theore.m shows that we may consider the fibre 
'i 
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bundle B as being inbedded in T*(B). 
§7.11 Suppose the principal bundle iti(M,G,G,m) is of 
class r. Consider a substructure ilic:. m with group 
H~G. Then the principal bundle 'ili(lVI,H,H,ili) may be 
of.class str or m~ not even be differentiable t§?.l1. 
If it is differentiable and of class s then T*(m) 
is a substi•ucture of T*(m) as might easily be seen 
from the construction of the latter [§7.31. In this 
case we will say that the substructure i6. is of cla.ss s. 
THEOREM Let f :li([er+ iti/H be the cross section of m/"rl 
defining ili \§1.9). Then ·iJi is of class s if and only 
if f is of class s. 
PROOF Let us consider the proof sketched in §1.9 • 
If ili .. is of class s so then is f because the Ilatural 
projection q:m~ i!i/H is of class r~ s. 
Conversely if the cross section f is of class s 
then since G is a Lie group we may choose d:W~ G to 
be analytic [17 pllO]. Then if ~ is of class r) s the 
N ) -1 map Y1=!6• (E:::, d • ~ o f is of class s. But if the local 
cross section ~ is of class s so is the strip map which 
is defined by }f and so is the inverse of this strip 
Hence • is of class s. 
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This theorem shows that besides approximating to 
strip maps by differentiable strip maps as in §7. 2 ~1e 
can, under similar conditions, "approximate to" sub-
structures by others of higher class. This is very 
useful as substructures play an important part in the 
most recent theories of differential geometry. 
§8 The tangent bundle of a tangent bundle 
We will discuss here a specj.al case of the fibre 
bundle defined in the last section which is that used 
in the classical theory of connections. It is shown 
that the twist is an isomorphism between T*(T(M)) and 
a reduction of· 'l'('l'(Mj) and that there exists three 
inbedded fibre bundles isomorphic to •r(M). 
I do not know whether o.DJT of these properties 
characterize T* ('.i:(M)), although it seems possible that 
a suitable selection of them will do so. 
§8.1 THEOREM Let M(Rm,Gt) be a manifold of class)2. 
The twist 7 : ·:r• (T(M) )~ T(T(M)) is an isomorphism between 
the fibre bundle T*(T(ivi)) and an integrable reduction of 
the tangent bundle T(T(M)). 
PROOF Consider f-t Gb, f: E~ U. Let k= (f, f:) so that k 
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is a coordinate map of the manifold ~·~hcRm • 
If we consider 'r(T(E)) as the product bundle 
T(E)~T(Rm) then dk=d(f,~)=(df,d~) (§4.3 vi), §~.61. 
So that writing T(T(E)) as the trivial bundle if 
((a,b),(c,d))~T(T(E)) th~n 
dk•T((a,b),c,d))=d(f,~)(a,c),(b,d)) 
=(df(a,b),d&(c,d)) 
=(df,~)((a,b),c,d)). 
That is when T(T(E)) is considered as the trivial 
bundle T(E)~T(Rm) then dkoT=(df,t). 
Now still considering T(T(E)) as the trivial 
bundle ddf=odfo(df,~) since d~ is an atlas ~or 
T(M) ts2.5, §4.11. But also df=of .. k so that 
~ ~ ,., '1 ;:;ToQ.y~ IDQ{DT 
Consequently 
Todof=odf: T(U)t'T(Rm).-. T('r(U)) a) 
Let p:T(M)-. M and q:T(T(M))~ T(l'vl) be bundle 
projections then dpudof=qoodf: T(U) lC.T(Rm)-, T(U) both 
being the natural projection. 
for all f.f ~ and so 
Hence qoTadof=qoodf=dp-,dof 
b) 
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That is T:T*(~'(M))Q:=~~pT(T(M)) is fibre-preserving, its 
projection being'=' (§1.41. 
We have already proved that 7 .do~ =od~. Therefore 
since door is a set of strip maps of T* (T(M)) covering 
T(M) and odd- is a set of strip maps of T(T(M)) covering 
T(M.), dci- being an atlas of T(M), T is an isomorphism. 
We have shown that representing T(Rm) as R~Rm 
. , . t.... t ..... . .1:' T ( T ( ' ' D , ' ( ,., ~ ~'"'I ~mp.J..J.es ue represen a"J.on O.L .u m;; as ~m ,m; 1-so •"I .b 
Hence od~ are the strip maps of a structure with 
group D(m,m) which is therefore integrable. This 
completes the proof. 
Note that since D(ru,m)c:. SL(2m) this theorem implies 
that iJ:'(lVl) is always orientable [ §3. 2, 14 p23 ]. 
§8.2 THEORE1vl Tqf.(M)=TM('J:0!i)) 0 TM1T(Iv.i)) and thus •r#(I~~) 
is a subbundle of an integrable reduction of TM(T(M)) 
[ §7. 91. T;t:O.O is thus a fi.bre bundle and the solder 
(S"': T~(lvl)~ T(M) is an isomorphism [.§5.41. 
PROOF Let us first prove that T~(M)=TM(T(M))i'TM(T(M)) • 
. We write T('r(Rm)) as the trivial bundle, and hence 
T* (•r(Rm)) as the product bundle, (R11kRm) .,r.(Rm~ Rm). 
So that TRm(T(Rm))=(Rm~Rm)~(O~) and 
TRm(T(Rm) )=T(Rm'IC.~) "'(Rm,.. Rm) and thus 
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Now consider t-Eal- ,f:E~ U. Both ddf:T(T(E))~T(T(U)) 
and ddf:T*(T(E))~T*(T(U)) are fibre-preserving l§?.?1. 
Therefore since df(E~O)=U~ T(U), ddftTE(T(E))1=Tu(T(U)) 
and ddftri(T(E)~ =Tu(T(U)). But by definition 
T~(U)=ddftT~(E)1 
=ddflT:E('f(E)) (\ T?~(T(E) )1 
- rp"' r T r U"' ;· r ,., ( rn ( U) " 
- ~u' \ " ' .J.u .... · 1 • 
Therefore T;f(M)= U T'lt(U)=T~j1(T(M) )f"'l TM(T(M)). 
Now dfocr =<roddf L§5.4l, so that if a.fE, f(a)=x: 
n odf(x, (O,y))=ooddf( (a,p), (O,y)) 
= dfo 0" ( ( a , 0) , ( 0 , y) ) 
=df(a,y)=af(x,j). 
Since 0~ is a s~t of strip maps for T(!V!) covering iVi 
cw.d cdct is a set of strip maps for the subbundle 
1'-:"
1
-(T(ilfl) )c. T('J. (M)) this proves that tr: Ttl''(iiJl)~ T(M) is 
J.v 
an isomorphism. This isomorphism maps the diagonal 
of L(m}'IC.L(m), which is clearly in D(m,m) onto L(m). 
§8.3 We remember that M was identified with the zero 
tangents o (M) ~ T(M) l§2 .41. Since o(M) is a subbundle 
of 'I'(M) with fibre the point O.fRm then T*(o(M)) or 
T*(M) is a subbundle of T*(T(M)) with fibre T(O)=O. 
'rhe subset T* (M) is not, however, T(M) c:.. T(T(M)). In 
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fact the following theorem can be proved quite simply. 
~~HEOREiV.i lt"'urther' if o :llh-·'>T'IVl' is 
the cross section associated with the zero tangent~ 
PROOF 7 : T* (T(M) )~ T(T(M)) is an iso:rp.orphism [ §8 .11. 
T*(M) is a subbundle of T*(T(M)) with fibre 0 
therefore T \_T* (M)~ is a sub bundle of T( T(JIJI)) with 
fibre 0, that is, the subbundle T(M). 
Further do: T(M)~ T* (M) so that if ~ fT(lVI), 
do(~)fT*(lvl) and thus 7 od.o(~)f'l'(lVl). ~.1hat is 
,odo(~)=qo,odo(i) 
=dp1111do(3) 
=d(poo) (~) 
=dE:- ( !:) = !, 
tsa.l b)] 
[€14. 3 l 
Therefore do(3)=,(5)f'11*(M) since ToT='= ~)5.31. 
It is a well established simplification to 
identify a manifold and its zero tangents and this 
convention does simplify appreciably the notation. 
In adopting it however, and especially when referring 
to differentials, one must be very careful to·avoid 
writing~ when do(~ or 7 (5) is meant. 
§8 .4 We have now defined three subsets of 'l'(T(M)) which 
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we have called T(M), 'I'* (M) and ~(1\il), all three being 
homeomorphic to the base space T(M). 
T.,_(M) is, as we have already seen, a subbundle 
of TM(T(M)? Which is isomorphic to T(M). Since 1 
is an isomorphism and leaves Ttp.(l\0 pointwise invariant 
'l';f(M) is also a subbundle of TM(T(Ivl)) which is again 
isomorphic to T(Ivi) t§5 .41. 
T* (M) is a subbUlldle of T* (T(Ivl)) wi·th fibre a 
point. Now 1 tT* (M)) =T(Ivl) and since T(M) is a sub-
bundle of T.~(T(M)) then 11'* (M) is also a sub bundle of 
lV! 
TM(T(M)) -which is isomorphic to 'l'(M) l §7 .10 1. 
:Finally T(M) is also a subbundle of both T(T(Ivi)) 
- -
and Tp~fTUOY. In the former the fibre is a point and 
in the latter it is isomorphic to T(M). 
An intuitive desc~ ... iption of these subbundles will 
be attempted here, but it must be emphasized that this 
has significance only when it stimulates the 
imagination. 
a I "b I 
"< I I 
I I 
a~' 
"b 
'.I:he diagram above is supposed to represent. an 
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element of T(T(M)) which we will call~ . It is 
the displacement of the tangent ~ represented by ab 
along the tangent~· represented by aa•. Thus 
intersect only if ~ ,~ '-tTx(M) for some point x-ti'Ji 
which is represented in the diagram by a. 
The twist map 7 sends this element into the 
displacement of \' along i by iuterch~lging the 
broken and continuous lines. 
The set T#(M) will then be those elements for 
which a, a• and b coincide; 
T*(M) consists of those for which a and a' 
coincide with b and b' respectively; 
a' ~b. / / 
/ / 
I ' , , 
I , 
a~ 
b 
T(M) being then represented by those elements 
for which a and b coincide with a• and b' respectively. 
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a' 
~~~------------~ b' 
a 
-. -----..::. ... "'""' . ......,. 
b 
The properties discussed in this section can 
be represented by this model which I have found quite 
useful. The element ~ can be thought of this way 
as an 11 infinitesimal circuit 11 , a conception that will 
be useful when we discuss curvatu.r·e and !!parallel 
transport around infinitesimal circuits 11 • 
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CHAPTER 4 CONNECTIONS, CURVATURE AND TORSION 
99 Connections 
The idea of a connection has been treated in a 
n:umbe:r. of different ways which vary greatly in 
complexity and character [ 3, 22, 23, 2Li-, 291. 
This important concept is treated in yet another wa:y 
here and it is hoped that this viewpoint will perhaps 
prove clearer and simpler than some others. The 
definition is of' course a generalization of the 
classical definition and of ~hresmalli~'s which 
corresponds to a great extent to my definition of a 
linear connection t11 p30]. 
§9.1 DEFINITION Let B(M,Y,G,m) be a differentiable 
fibre bundle. Any substructure D(m)GT*(m) with 
group G c.T(G) such that dm c:.D(m) is called a 
m-connection (251-
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Since this definition only refers to the 
principal bundle T*(~) a ~-connection is common to 
rury set of associated fibre bundles. 
Let us make another simple observation. Since 
d~ is a subbundle of TM(~) with group G, the condition 
d~~D(~) implies that d~=DM(~) where this last symbol 
has the obvious meaning (§7.101. 
An important consideration is whether such a 
connection exists. We know that with certain 
restrictions this is always.· so, the proof following 
immediately from this definition. From the proof 
of the parallelisabili ty of '1(G) we see that the coset 
space 'r(G-)/G is homeomorphic to 'l' (G) and hence to 
e 
Euclidean number space [16.5). Therefore 'l'(G)/G is 
solid. By a well knoml theorem of Steenrod if ~ is 
normal and. is such that every open covering has a. 
countable subcovering then T(M) also has these 
properties and the local cross section dm/G of T*(m)/G 
m~ be extended to a full cross section [15 p551. 
IJ.'his is equivalent to saying that a connection exists 
~ A notation for elements of a connection which is 
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quite suggestive will be used here. Before this can 
be done, however, we must prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM Each iii-connection D(m) determines a unique 
A 
map A: T(Iv.I)~m ~ D(m). 
PROOF Let p:m~ M, p:T(M)_., ivi and q:T(m)~ m be 
Ill 
bundle projections. Consider ( dp, q)•~ : D(m )~ T(M)xm l 
We will show that 
this map is open, one-one and onto and is thus a 
homeomorphism. 
Then any 
other element of Ds(m) may be written ·Wliquely as 
e'!.o g where g.fGc. T(G). But q(9( g)=~:l g so that since 
ilix=rJxo G the map q:DS(m)--; mx is one-one and onto t§7.5l. 
'This being true for any t tTx (1VJ.) and allY xf~\r1 the znap 
(dp,q)o~\D(m) is also one-o~e and onto. 
Now dp and q are bundle projection~;:; so that 
dp/D(m) and qjD(m) are open, being both onto (§1.11. 
Hence (dp,q)ea&\D(m) is open and thus a homeomorphism. 
1\ 
Its inverse is the map b. : T(ivl)"Kill ~~ D( m) which was 
required. 
The element A. (rJx ,~) we will call Df()~. If f() is 
a strip map of m, not necessarily differentiable, and 
if ~ is the local cross section of m corresponding to it 
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then the map c-,o(j$'op, t.)ac;, is a local cross section of 
D(iti) and thus defines a strip map of D(iti) which we 
call D¢ (§1.21. We see that 
iD¢(s ,e)= ~ (1/op('i) ,J) 
= 6, (¢x,. )=Df6S 
for s fTx(M). 
This notation has been chosen so as to compare 
this strip map with a differential with which it 
shares a very useful property. 
where p: T(Y) =- Y is the bundle projection. 
this we notice that q~D~(~,?)=qoD~&(?)=q(D~~)op(?) 
and q(D~s)=¢p(~) by definition L §7.51. 
§9. 3 Since G c::. T(G) leaves Yc::. T(Y) invariant the 
connection D(m) determines a subbundle of T*(B) with 
fibre Y. This is called D(B). 
Now from the definition of Dr6 and the le~ua in 
-
§7.5 D¢fiog=D(~xeag)s and consequently Dbg=D~~r&;1 Cb)fD(B). 
,. 
is defined for any (b,s)fBKT(M) independently of 
f\ 
~ fiti . In fact we can define a map o.• : B ~(M)~ D(B) X X 
in this way. 
It is then useful to thinlr of Db~ as a parallel 
displacement of b along the tangent ~ but this phrase 
is not credited with any real meaning as far as this 
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thesis is concerned. 
§9.4 Suppose ilic:. m is a substructure with group He:. G 
and not necessarily differentiable then it is easy to 
" see that A (T(l\O,c iii) is a substructure of D(ili) with 
group H. '!'his substructure we call D(ili). If }!{ is 
any strip map of iii then D]t.i' is a strip map of D(ili). 
D(ili) is a iii-connection if D(~)~ T*(m) which is 
of course not necessarily true in fact T*(ili) m~ not 
even exist. If D(ili) is a iii-connection we sometimes 
say that iii is parallel with regard to the connection 
D(ili). 
Similarly if Bic;. B is a subbundle of B we can 
define D(.d') and s~ that B' is parallel with respect 
to D(m) if D(B 1 ) c. T* (B 1 ) thus requiring the latter to 
exist. 
'rhis definition is a generalization of' a concept 
appearing under various disguises in the classical 
theory. We will not stop to discuss this unification 
here but will discuss the point later (§141. 
§9.5 Suppose G has the discrete topology. Then 
T(G)=G and so T*(m) is itself a connection l§2.5J. An 
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important example of this is when G is just the 
identity, that is when the fibre bundle is trivial. 
~10 Curvature 
The definition of curvature that is given here 
is a generalization of the classical one, although 
it is not easy t~ see this fr-olil the definition 
because the approach is rather different from that 
normally used. All other de.fini tion.s of c·urvature 
have either followed Eisenhart or Cart an t 3, 29]. 
This section depends upon a rather curious 
theorem. 
§10.1 We will consider a differentiable fibre bundle 
B(M, Y, G, m) of class 2 ( §7 .11. We are going to 
discuss T* ('r• (m)) and will need to introduce the 
following bundle projections:-
p:iD ==tM, p:T(M)=- M, p:'l'(G)=- G 
q:T(iD)==t m, q:T(T(llr1))=-T(lVI), q:'l'(T(G))~ T(G) 
r: T(T(m)1·~ T(m) 
These have a uu:wber· of relations with the twist 
and among themselves which follow easiililf from three 
simple properties t§4.3 i), §5.3 b), and §8.1 b)). 
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These properties are best described by the following 
commutative diagram. 
§10.2 THEOREM Consider a differentiable m-connection 
D~ ~T*(m) then D(D(m))=T*(D(m))r1TD(m)(T(m)) is a 
D(m)-connection [§?.111. 
PROOF Consider O:T(Ivl)~iiic=tD(m) as defined in §9.2. 
Since ~ has a regular inverse it is also regular and 
thus dA : T*(T(M) )~T*(m)~ T* (D(m)) t§7 .61. Now the 
inverse of db. is (ddp ,dq)o d~ so that 
dqodA.:T•(T(l\Jl))~T*(m) ~'.r*(m) is just the natural 
projection. Hence 
db. : T• (T(IVI) )~D(m)==- T* (D (m) )("\ dq -l(_D(m) 1 =D(D(m)). 
Now we have seen. that D.!lf'io g=D(r6xe~~g)!. for 
" (s,r6x)~T(M)xm and g~G.. This may be written as 
. I\ ~o ('=', IK)=doe.• (A, E,): T(M)'IC.m"-G ~ D(m) 
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where 0(,: ili'IC.G..:=:t m is defined as in §?. 5 . 
d~ o ( d~, d""-) =dda~.,o (dO., d6) 
that is to say 
db. < '-' gs)u T ( )') =dA. ("I\, g'!. o )') 
Therefore 
for all )'fT(G) (88.3]. Hence using an obvious 
notation 
D"'\ (D(m) )=db.("\, D~(m)) 
::.db.(\_, D~'!;o G) 
=d~ ('\_,D¢'!.)oG 
To complete the proof now we note that if D'9$ 
is any local cross section of D(ifi) then <1.0, o (D~•dp,Eo) .. S 
is a local cross section of T*(D(ifi)) with values in 
D(D(m)) the set of such local cross sections cove~ing 
Heuce D(D(ili)) is a substructure 
with group G [§1.31. This completes the proof. 
If ~ is any strip map of i6 then a strip map 
Dfl) of D(m) is uniquely defined so then is the strip 
map DD¢' of D(D(m)). This acts in a number of ways 
like a differential of a differential, although it 
is not necessarily symmetric ls5.3l. 
Of: course as before :J;'oDD¢'=D¢'o ('q,q) but also 
To see this we note that 
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where Q~T,.. (T* (iD)) and r .fT(T( G)). 
follows as in §9.2 [§7.51. 
It is not difficult to see that 
n(D(B) )=T"' cnCB) ) 0 TD(B) (T(B)). 
The proof then 
~.fT~(T(M)) where ~fTx(M) then DDb~is defined to 
be D(Db~)~~. This element may be interpreted 
intuitively a·s a parallel displacement of b around 
the "infinitesimal circuitY '\_l§8.41. 
§10.3 We are now in a position to define curvature. 
DEFINITION Given a differentiable iii-connection D(iD) 
let D(D(ili)) be defined as in the prec-e"ding paragraph. 
. -1 ~hen ,~DD0o 7 ~DD¢ - is defined to be a rontriction of 
the map R:T(T(iD))~ T(T(iii)) for any strip map ~ of 
iD. R is then called the curvature of the connection. 
'rhis definition is justified by the fact that 
D(D(ili)) has group Gc.T(T(G)) which is pointwise 
symmetric (§5.41. In fact any substructure of 
T*(T*(ili)) with group a subgroup of Tf(G) would 
defi.u.e such a map. 
§10.4 Certain properties of R· follow directly from 
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definition. Only one or two of them will be 
mentioned here. 
THEOREM R:T*(T*(ill))~ T*('l••(m)) is an isomorphism. 
PROOF Let szi: u,.G 4F!I illu be a strip map of ill. '!'hen 
ddpaDD¢':T(T(U))"'T('l'(G))~'l1 ('11 (U)) is the natural 
projection and 7oddp=ddpo7. Hence 
ddp•R=ddpoT•DD¢'o,oDD~l 
Thus R is fibre-preserving. 
Also R(9,?=Ro9"- for any Q~'r*(T*(ili)) so that 
R(9"'i )=H~9'(t'" =R(9~or 
so that R is an isomorphism with projection-E .. 
Another immediate property is 
Now 
so that 
dpQR=dq~,oDD¢'o,=DD¢'-l 
=T "DD¢'oT oDD~l 
=D¢'o(q,q)oToDD~l 
=D¢'o(dp,dp)•DD¢'-l 
=D¢'o D¢'-lo dq=dq 
dqoR=dq and r•R=r 
this equation being obtained similarly. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
Finally by an abuse of language we may write also 
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R:-T*(T*(B))~ T*(T*(B)) which is again an 
isomorphism. 
§10.5 The holonomy g~oup has played an important 
role in differential geometry. It is not proposed 
however to discuss it here but a- definition of the 
infinitesimal holonomy group will be given, which 
is a generalization of an important concept due to 
Cartan [2]. 
Consider 9~'l'(T(ili)) th9n R(9.,J=~\ for some 
unique r.fT(T(G)) since R is an isomorphism. Then 
roR(9,J=r(a~r) 
=r(a~Qq(r)=r(a~ [§7.51 
Similarly dqoR(9~=dq(9~odp(\)=dq(9~ L§l0.21. 
Hence q(r)=dp(\)=e and therefore 
r tT*(T(G)),.... ~, (T(G))=T#-(G) lJ~5.4-1. e , , e e This enables us 
to mru~e the following definition:-
DEFINITION 'l'he linear subspace of T (G) generated 
by the set cr [ \.... J [s:l-• R(s..,i\l e is called the 
9 .fD(D(ili)) -" 1j 
infinitesimal holonomy group. 
If 9~D~D(ili)) any other element in D~D(ili)) 
can be written as 9-( g and since R(9{ g)=R(9~· g 
·--80-
So that 
since cr is a."'l isomorphism the elements of' the 
infinitesimal holonomy group associated with the 
elements of D~D(m)) vary only by the adjoint 
group [17 pl23]. 
It should be possible to prove that the 
infinitesimal holonomy group is the same for any 
open submanifold of M with the induced connection, 
but I have not yet attempted this problem. 
It may also be possible to prove that, given a 
connected subgroup Hc.G, there alwa;y·s exists a sub-
structure of m with a group which has the component 
H if' Te (H) contains the infinitesimal holonomy 
group due to some connection D(m) (231. 
§10.6 If the curvature R is the identity map then 
the connection is said to be flat (22, 23, 29 p841. 
In this case the infinitesimal holonomy group consists 
of the identity alone. If' the last conjecture above 
is correct then this would imply that there existed 
a substructure of ifi with a discrete group. Let us 
compare this remark with the following. 
If DQili) is semi-integrable then so is D(D(m)) l§7.101. 
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In fact if d~ is a strip map of D(m) then dd~ is a 
, 
strip map of D(D(m)) .• ~ Since dd~ is symmetric R is 
the ·identity and the connection is flat. A particular 
case ai':ta .. semi-integrable connection is when G is 
discrete [§9.51. 
lHl 'l'orsion 
In this section will be defined a map which we 
will call the torsion and which is associated in a 
unique manner with a connection on a tangent bundle. 
It is defined by means of the twist map in much the 
same way as the curvattire. In fact there are a 
number of .other comparisons that might be made between 
the torsion and curvature. Some writers have 
attempted to define the torsion as part of the 
curvature but here, although they are in many respects 
similar, there appears to be no direct relation between 
them [241. 
§11.1 We will be considering here a manifold 
M(Rm,Q{) of class q 2. T(M)(M,Rm,G,Q) is some 
dif.ferential reduction of the tangent bundle and 
D(ili) c. T• (m) is a iii-connection. We let p:T(M)~M, 
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q:T(T(M))==ti•(M) and p:T(G)~ G be the bundle projections. 
If f.f~, f:E._.U, and T•(T(E)) is written as the 
trivial bundle T(E)"T(Ifl) then we define 
Ddf=DQfo(df,~):T(E)-T(Rm)=T*(T(E))~ T*(T(U)). 
Since dpoDQf:T(U)~T(Rm)~ T(U) is the natural 
projection Ddf:T*(T(E))-=-T•(T(U)) is fibre-preserving. 
Also q•DOf=of•(p,p) so that Ddf:T(T(E))~ T(T(U)) is 
also fibre-preserving l§9.2l. 
'l'hus Ddf has some of' the characteristics, as had DD¢', 
of a differential of a differential. It is not however 
always symmetric and this leads to the torsion(compare 
§10.31. 
DEFINITION The map ,~DdfoT•Ddf'-l is defined to be a 
restriction of S:T(T(M))~ T('l;(~)) for all f.fc:#. The 
map S is called the torsion of the connection. 
§11.2 It is necessary to justify this definition by 
showing that TDDdfoToDdf-l is independent of f'.fQF. To 
do this consider f 1 , t 2-tGr then we must show that 
-1 -1 ToDdff TuDdfl =ToDdft ~oDdf'2 
. 
wherever both are defined, or, since 7 o7 =c, 
, , 
--L --L. Ddfl o Ddf'2=ToDdfl u Ddf'2o,. 
Let g12 (x)=ofl~x of2 .x=Dof'1\• D9f'2 .'\ for all 
§:fTx(M) and suppose f'1 (a1 )=f'2 (a2 )=x. Then, still 
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considering T*(T(E)) as the trivial bundle, 
TDDdfl1o Ddf2o T( (a2 , b), (c ,d)) 
_= 7 •Ddf11• Ddf2 (Ca2 ,c),(b,d)) [ §5.i\ 
=To(dfl1 ,~)oDQfl1-DQf2 (df2 (a2 ,c),(b,d)) 
=7~(dfl1 ,~)(df2 (a2 ,c),g12 (x)·(b,d)) 
=7 •(dfl1 ,w)(df2(a2 ,c),(g12(x)·b,g12(x)•d))t§6.71 
=T•((al,gl2(x)·c),(gl2(x)·b,gl2(x)•d)) 
=((al,gl2(x)·b),(gl2(x)·c,gl2(x)·d)) 
-1. . 
= Ddf l • Ddf 2 ( ( a2 , b ) , ( c , d) ) • 
Thus ToDdfoToDdf-l is independent of ft~ and the 
definition is justified. 
It is easy to see that S•T•S=7 , q•S=q and 
dp 0 S=dp as 1'or the curvature t§l0.4 c), d)1. 
§11.3 THEORru~ A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the torsion S to be the identity is that D(T(M)) 
be symmetric. 
PROOF If S is the identity then every map of Dd~ 
is symmetric. Therefore if we use the notation of 
§11.1 since Ddf:T(E)~Rm~ D(T(u)), then 
DdfoT=ToDdf:T(E)~Rm~ TtD(T(U))1 
But 7 tT(E)~Rm\=T(E)~Rmc T(E)~(Rm)=T*(T(E)) from the 
definition of T so that D(T(U))=TlD(T(U))\=DdftT(E)~J . 
... ~ 
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That is D(T(U)) is symmetric and so therefore is 
D(T(M)). 
Conversely suppose D(T(M)) is syrn.me.tric. Then 
if i,~'~Tx(M) this implies that 7 (Dt~,)~D(T(M)). 
But sinc.e q~,=dp and dpcaT=q then qaT(D~, )=~' and 
dpa 7 (D'i\')='\and hence we must have 7 (D~,)=D~~ 1_§9.21. 
Suppose i=df(a,b) and ~'=df(a,c) and that 
Ddf((a,b),(c,d))=ddf((a,b),(c,1(b)·c+d)) where J(b) 
is some matrix really dependent upon both a and b 
Then by hypothesis 
ddf ( (a, b) , ( c , 1c c)· b)) =ddf• 7 ( (a, c) , (b, '1( c)· b)) 
=T•ddf((a,c),(b,J(c)·b)) 
=7 aDdf((a,c),(b,O)) 
=T (Dij; 3') 
=DsJ. 
=Ddf((a,b),(c,O)) 
=ddf((a,b),(c,1(b)·c)). 
So therefore 'l(c)·b=)(b)·c.. Hence 
T•Ddf((a,b),(c,d))=T•ddf((a,b),(c,1(b)·c+d)) 
=ddfo 7 ((a,b),(c, 1(b)•c+d)) 
=ddf((a,c),(b,)(b)·c+d)) 
=ddf((a,c),(b,)(c)•b+d)) 
=Ddf((a,c),(b,d) 
= Ddf o T ( ( a , b ) , . ( c , d) ) 
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.That is, T•Ddf=Ddfo 7 for all f~~ and thus S is the 
identity. 
If S is the identity we say the connection is 
symmetric. This theorem shows that this is 
equivalent to D(T(M)) being symmetric. This 
definition of the symmetry of a connection is in 
fact a generalization of the usual one. This is 
more easily seen from the other equivalent condition 
T(D'S\1 )=Dg'~ for all ~,~'~'.rx(M) and x-Eivi [22, 23). 
... s6-
CHAPTER 5 SPECIAL CONNECTIONS 
812 Linear Connections 
The standard definitions of a connection usually 
require implicitly the connection to be linear. This 
is because any relaxation of' this condition greatly 
increases the complexity of the notation and 
calculus of the classical theories. Here, although 
there is no simplification associated with the 
condition of linearity, linear connections have a 
number of useful special properties. 
It is shown that there are several different but 
equivalent definitions of linearity. All the strip 
maps of a linear connection D(ili) are linear and D(B) 
is a field of m-planes in T(B), the base space being 
a manifold of dimensions m. This fact is used by. 
Ehresmann in his definition of an infinitesimal 
connection and he remarks that a non-linear connection 
might be considered as a field of "elementary m-cones" (llp36. 
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There is a section discussing semi-integrable 
connections (which are automatically linear) and 
proving that the field of m-planes is then integrable. 
It is shown that for a linear connection the 
curvature and torsion have the property of being 
isomorphisms and in this case we can define the 
"square root" of these isomorphisms. This leads to 
the unique de1:iv-ation of a linear and symmetric 
connection from any given general connection. 
§12.1 DEFINITION Let B(M,Y,G,~) be a differentiable 
fibre bundle and D(~)c T*(~) a connection. We say 
that D(B) is linear if D(B)f"'\ Tb (B) is a linear sub-
space of Tb (B) for every b-tB [ §2. 3}. 
1'HEOREM D(B) is linear if and only if every str~ 
map of D(~) is a linear map into T(B). 
PROOF Suppose first that D(B) is linear. Consider 
J 1 ,"£2~'l'x(M) 
--~i +~~2=~. 
and b~B . X If -.. ,~ ~R we will write 
'rhen s:tnce D(B) is linear a~.. D~ +~Db~ ~D(B). 
1 \ 2 
But if p:B=OM and q:T(B)~ Bare the bundle projections 
since. dp is linear dp(a~..Db~+~Db~2 )=ol\1+~~ 2=~and of 
course q(~D~+~Dbg2 )=b so that we must have 
ol Db~l +~Db~2 =DbS. 
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Suppose .¢':,U~Q::::I Bu is a regular strip map of m 
where x~U. We write D¢\=d~~(~) so that 
I:T(U)_. Te(G). Then if b=¢'(x,y) 
lllDb~l + f>b~2 =~D¢'~l ,y )+~D¢'(~ 2 ,y) 
=o'd¢'(f.l, )'(~1) ·y )+~d¢'(J2, ,<~2). y) 
=d¢'~ ,al)'(~l)·y+~~(~2)•y) . 
since d¢' in linear. But Db!t =D¢'~ ,y )=d¢'(~, 1(5) · y) 
therefore ;f.)'(J 1 )•y+~~(~2 )·y=)'(\)·y for all y.fY. 
Now consider't1 ,?2~TY(Y) writing~~ 1+rJ2=?. 
Then D(et~ 1 +~~2 ,~~1 +~?2 )=d¢'~, )'(~) • ~)=d¢'(~, ~(~) •y+~) 
[84.3 viii)]. But 
~~) • y+1 = tC..~~ 1) •y+ ~~(~ 2) •y+ IIL?1 +~'2 2 
= llll)'(t.l) ·y+~~ +~l~(~2) 'Y+'Z ]\ 
=.l,)'(!,l) '? 1 +~)'(52) •72. 
Thus since d¢' is linear 
D¢'(ot~l·~>~'\2 'at{l +~t 2)=~d¢(~1 ')'(' l).? l )+~d¢'~ 2' )'(~ 2) "? 2) 
=OI..D¢'(~1 '? 1 )+ ~D9J'(~2 '~ 2) . 
and hence D¢' is linear. 
It is clear that any strip map of D(m) can be 
written as D]l{ where ·)4 is a strip :p1ap of iD which is not 
necessarily regular L§9.2]. But nr1o DJ4 is clearly 
linear because if J4x=¢'xD g(x) then nr1o D·)d(l ''2)= (~, g(x).?) 
for all '5.-tTx(M) and g(x) ·7 is linear in '2L§4. 3 viii), 
§6.21-. Since the set of regular strip maps of iD covers 
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M every strip map of D(m) must be linear. 
Conversely suppose every strip map of D(m) is 
linear. Since Tx(M)"Y is a linear subspace of 
Tx(M)~Ty(M) then D(B)0Tb(B)=D~(Tx(M)Ky) is a linear 
subspace of Tb(B)=D~(Tx(M)KTY(M)). 
§12.2 We suppose that M(Rm,~) and Y(Rn,~) are 
manifolds. Then B is an m+n dimensional manifold. 
THEOREM D(B) is linear if and only if D(B) is a 
field of m-planes in ~(B) [§3.4, 11 p36]. 
PROOF Suppose D(B) is linear. Then, using the 
notation of the preceding paragraph, D0 is linear. 
Consider k.f GJ:'IC'!- , k: Fi~i=t V r- U ~y and let 
vJ(V):::\'{c. .Bu. '.L'hen the map 
9=D~oQko(~-l,~):WKRm+~ T(W) a) 
has the property qo9(b,a)=b f:com the properties of 
D~ [§9.2l. Also if a1 ,a2-t~n+n and ~,~.fR since D~ 
is linear 9(b,ae.a1+~a2 )=1l9(b,a1 )+~9.(b,a2 ). Thus 9 
is a strip map of the tangent bundle IJ.'(B) and 
further 
9:W"'(RmJC.0).., D(W). 
Since such strip maps clearly cover B, D(B) is a 
field of m-planes. 
The converse follows immediately from the definition 
of'.lineari ty. 
§12.3 There are theref'ore several possible equivalent 
def'initions of' linearity of' a connection. These last 
two theorems enable us to use whichever is most 
convenient. 
If D(ffi) is linear then so is D(B) where B is any 
differentiable fibre bundle associated with the 
principal bundle ffi. However the linearity of D(B) 
only implies that of D(m) if T(G) is effective on T(Y) 
and I do not know any conditions for this to be aD. 
It f'ollows immediately from the fact used in 
§10.2 
" d~: T* ('l'(M) )'IC D(B)~ D(D(B)) 
that if D(B) is linear so is D(D(B)) because db.·, 
being a differential, is a linear map. 
'r.HEOREM '.rhe linear parts of the regular strip maps 
of' a differentiable m-connection D(ffi) are the strip 
maps of a linear m-connection which is therefore 
called the linear part of n·,(m). 
PROOF If 9) is a strip map of' m we will denote the 
linear part of D~ by D*~. 
Suppose ~l and ~2 are two strip maps of ffi. Then 
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D¢1~ D~2 is a linear map [§12.11. But the linear part 
of D~l~ D¢2 is D•~1.n•~2 and therefore 
D•~1• D•~2=D~1• D~2 t§5. 5]. Hence the maps D*~ 
are obviously the strip maps for a connection which 
we ca:u. D* (iD). To show that this is a iD-connection 
we must prove that D*(iD)c.. T*(iD). 
Now the condition D(iD)c T*(iD) is equivalent to 
the condition that for a:n:y regulai.' strip map 
~:U~tG- iD 
d¢-\ D¢:T(U)MG6-' 'r(U)te.T(G) a) 
but this is equivalent to 
dr1o D$6':T(U),c..'r(G)..,. T(U)"~<.T(G) b) 
because both 1.Gc.T(G) and ~·T(G)=T(G) are. equivalent 
to the condition f'I'(G). 
Now from b) the linear part of d~~ D¢ which, 
since d$6' is linear, is d¢-~ D*~ has the property 
d~-lo D*¢':T{U)"'T(G)__,T(U) T(G) 
and that is equivalent as above to saying that 
D*(iD)c:.T*(iD) and hence D*(iD) is a in-connection. 
§12.4 If D(iD) is semi-integrable there exists a 
set of strip maps of D(iD) covering T(M) which a~e 
differentials and thus linear ( §4. 31. Thus D(ili) 
is linear and we can prove the following theorem, M 
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being m-dimensional as usual. 
THEOREM D(m) is semi-integrable if and only if the 
field of m-planes D(~) T(~) is integrable Lll P37; a1. 
PROOF Suppose first of all that D(~) is semi-integrable. 
We refer to ~12.2. The map Q is a strip map of the 
structure defining the field of m-planes. By 
hypothesis we may choose ~ so that D~=d~ and 
d¢eok=o(¢ok)•(d,&) l§7.4 a)1. Therefore 
9=D¢•ok•(~1 ,~)=d~ooko(~1 ,~)=o(~•k) and the 
m-planes are integrable. 
Now suppose instead that the field of m-planes 
D(~) is integrable. Let ~· be the set ~ with the 
new topology of· the laminated structure associated 
with these integrable m-planes ts3.41. If i : ifi ~ ili 
is the identity correspondence it is easily seen to 
be regular and by definition of m"' di:T(~·)~D(ifi). 
Now if p: ~..:::It IIII is the bundle projection then 
dp:D(ifi)--tT(M) and hence if p*:poi, dp*:T(~•)=r T(M). 
But ~· is m-dimensional as is .M so that p* is regular 
and therefore locally a homeomorphism L§4.4l. 
Suppose then that p*:W*~ U where W*c.~* and 
U c:..M are open. 
.. , 
Then ~=i~(p*IW*)-~ is a local cross 
section of ifi, and since di:T(~*)=-D(ifi) then 
d~:T(U)~ D(ifi). d~ is therefore a local cross section 
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of D(ai). 
Now a glance at the lemma of §1.2 shows 
immediately that if the cross section J defines the 
strip map ¢ of m then the local cross section dW 
defines the strip map d¢ of D(m) t§7.21. The 
set of such differentials covers T(M) and thus D(m) 
is semi-integrable. This completes the proof. 
It is quite possible that this theorem could be 
extended to give conditions for a general substructure 
of T*(m) to be semi-integrable. 
The problem of the integrability of a field of 
m-planes has been widely studied and a large number 
of results are known. Later an interpretation of 
the integrability conditions for such a field will be 
given ( §14.21. In this partie ular case t;he 
integrability condition, which is by this theorem 
the condition for D(m) to be semi-integrable, is just 
that D(D(m)) be symmetric, that is, that the connection 
be flat (§10.61. 
§12.5 Consider a manifold M(Rm,~) and its tangent 
bundle 'l'(M)(iVI,Rm,T(L(m)), iii). We will show that if 
D(m) is a linear connection then the torsion S 
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associated with D(iti) ·has some important special 
properties. 
~·HEOREM The torsion S: T(T(M) )~ T(T(ild)) of the 
connection D(iti) is an isomorphism if and only if 
D(iti) is linear. In which case S:T*(T(M))~ T*(T(M)) 
is also an isomorphism. 
PROOF Consider ffGI:, f: E.- U. Then 
Ddf:T*(~•(:E))~ T'~'(T(U)) 
is an isomorphism, the strip map DQf being associated 
with the strip m'ap dQEr t~n1.11 . On the other hand 
Ddf: T(T(E) )~ T(T(U)) 
is clearly an isomorphism if and only if Ddf is linear, 
that is if DQf is linear. The strip map Qdi is in 
"this case associated with the strip map 9 defined 
from D~f by §12. 2 a). 
Now S is an isomorphism if ru1d only if the 
restrictions 1 oDdfo 1 oDdf~1 of S are isomorphisms for 
every f frY. But since T: T* (T(U) )c-4 T(T(U)) and 
Ddf:T*(T(E))~T*(T(U)) are isomorphisms and 
-1 T=T then 
,oDdfoT:T(T(E))=* T(T(U)) 
is an isomorphism ~§8.11 . Thus S is an isomorphism 
if and only if Ddf:T(T(E)).-T(T(U)) is an isomorphism 
for every ft~· That is if every map in D~ is linear 
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which is equivalent to D(T(M)) ·being linear ( §12 .11 • 
Finally since T(L(m)) is effective on T(Rm) this is 
equivalent to D(iti) being linear. 
The last part of the theorem follows from the 
fact that 7 : T• (T(M)) ~ T(T(1VI)) is an isomorphism and 
S=T•S-lo T:T•(T(M))t=rt T•(~•(M)) t§8.11. 
A similar result can be proved analogously for 
the curvature. 
§12.6 THEOREM Let D(iti) be a linear connection on 
the tangent bundle of the manifold hl(Rm,~) and let 
S be the torsion. Then S~ exists and is an isomorphism 
C! 1t· s~ sx f' like .... and satisfies the re a ~on o 7 o =7 or every 
rational number,.,_. 
PROOF S:T*(T(M))~ T*(T(M)) is au isomorphism with 
projection the identity r §11. 2' §1 o4) 0 Therefore 
we may write 8·9~=9\o) where ~~T(n(m)) is defined 
uniquely by each 9i.fT•(m). 
Now let q: T ( iD) ~ iD , q : T ( T ( M) ) ~ T (fill) and 
'!'hen it follows 
from the conventions we have made that q(9~op=q•9~ 
Therefore 
q (s .. eg_> •p=q .. soe1 
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=q·9~ 
=q(9l)op 
=q(9t,• )')•p. 
Therefore since L(m) is effective on Rm 
q(9t)=q(9i•)') and thus fTe(L(m)) 'i.§7.51. 
That is, we may represent J by a partition 
matrix o:f the :form L i 1. J where 1. is the unit matrix 
in L(m) ls6.7]. 1 
Now it is obvious that the partitioned matrix 
r 1. ·1 " < -1 )"' "' Lw.7 i. will represent l and thus 9~ a So9~., = J 
exists whatever 9~~T*(m). We define then 
( -1 )~ -1 K 9\ca 9~ o S•9g o 9 to be a restriction o~ S for 
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every 9~~T*(m). It is easy to see that 
SK.: T* (T(IUI) )~ T* (T(lvi)) 
is an isomorphism. ~ ~ If we prove that So ToS =7 
then it ·will follow that 
Sw..: T('l'(M) ~ T(T(M)) 
is also an isomorphism L§l2.51. 
Now consider f~Gr, f:E~U. Let T*(T(E)) be 
the trivial bundle T(E)~T(Rm). Then we may write 
SoTaSoddf((a,b),(c,d)) 
=S•T•ddf((a,b),(c,7(b)·c+d)) 
=S•ddf((a;c),(b,J(b)·c+d)) 
=ddf((a,c),(b,7(b)·c+7(c)·b+d)) 
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=Toddf((a,b),(c,d)) 
=ddf((a,c),(b,d)) 
where ](b) and 7(c) are defined as '"] abov~. Therefore 
](b)·c+7(c)·b=O and consequently w..7(b)"c+w.7(c)·b=O. 
Thus since s\ ddf((a,b),(c,d))=ddf((a,b),(c,~J(b)·c+d)) 
this implies that S~ ToSW=T• 
It follows from this theorem that S~D(i) is 
a connection for any rational number ~ • Its torsion 
lc.. -1 -~ L"'J-iS defined by ToS•Ddf•ToDdf o S where f,~. But 
.... -~ since TC)S =S o T this is just a restriction of 
S-~SoS-K=Sl-2~. The torsion of S~ D(m) is therefore 
1·-2 .. s . 
Thus given any connection on a ·tangent bundle 
(and we know one exists) we may define. its linear 
part which is a linear connection having to-rsion S 
and another connection s112• D(m) which is symmetric·. 
Thus a symmetric connection always exists and is 
linear. 
§13 Lie groups 
This is a very short section and contains only 
a few remarks and no theorems. The particular manifolds 
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considered, however, give good examples of some of 
the definitions and theorems we have used. 
§13.1 Let G(Rr,~) be a Lie group and let ~=G~G~ G 
be defined by ~(g1 ,g2 )=g1 ·g2 . Then G(Rr,~) is 
parallelisable. 
Let ~=G~Rr .. T(G) be the strip map of T(G) 
defined in 86.5 and~ the trivial substructure 
defined from it. Then T*(m) is a m-connection 
having some special properties. It is of course 
semi-integrable and therefore flat L§l0.6). 
SCHOLIUM Consider ~ ,y ~T (G) then n1 =T(A )·g-1 ·~ . 0 1 6 2 g 11~ -2 -1 
PROOF Let o :M~ T(i\11) be the cross secti~n of T(ll!!.) 
associated with the zero tangents. Then 
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§1,3.2 Now suppose ) ,1 -tTe(G) then let the cross 1 2 
sections ~l and ! 2 of rr(G) be defined by'!; 1 (g)=g·'l 1 
and ~(g)=g• v • That is 'f 1 =d}\, • o where ~~:v.C v)= v· v 6 2 ' l . ~;lQ Q Q 1 
and similarly ~2=d~~~~· 1 
Since d~ Crf= i ·1 and do(1)=, (1) then 
11 1 d~ 1 c1 )=T(1 ) .1 [§8.31. Thus dtt'i 2 (g)=g·T(1 )· 1 . 1 2 1 
Now the "difference .. between the maps 
Todi1•"i 2 and ~2-~1 corresponds to the Poisson 
bracket operation. We will show this later in detail 
[ §14. 21. Here it j_s better to express that 11difference" 
by means of the group operation. In .fact 
lds2o11 (g)\ -.ltT od!:lo ~2(g)\= )' -1. T( 1 )-1.1 • T( 1 )= r 
2 1 2 1 
which is independent of g-tG. Since 
v '"' ~T (G) it is not difficult to see that 
"1 u2 e 
r .fT~(T~G))I\Te(T(G))=T~(G) [§8.21. 
If ~:T•(G)~T(G) is the solder the element 
~(r)-tT (G) thus associated with v and v ~T (G) 
e u1 11 2 e 
corresponds to the Poisson bracket of these elements 
[17 pl02]. 
§13.3 In the paper on holonomy groups Ambrose and 
Si:.uger define an isomorphism ·oetween the Lie algebra 
of the group of a differentiable principal bundle 
i(M,G,G,m) and the Lie algebra of vertical vector 
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fields". This isomorphism they call q ( 231. 
A "vertical vector" is just an element of the 
subbundle T1~(ili)c T(ili), a "horizontal vector" being 
an element of D(ili) [§7.9]. The isomorphism q 
maps the cross section ~ of T(G) defined by 
lCg)=~·l into the cross section of T(iii) defined 
by s*(9J'x)=d9J'x• 1 where .fTe(G). 
This example shows how simple smme of the 
concepts of this subject might become using the 
definitions and theorems of this thesis. 
§14 Integrability conditions 
This section contains no original work being just 
a summary and interpretation of what is already knowLJ. 
about integrability conditions of three particular 
substructures. All three have been mentioned before. 
Although we speak of integrability conditions 
it is not meant that these conditions are sufficient 
for the substructure to be integrable, although they 
are necessary. This will be so if the manifold is 
analytic but not always in other cases [181. 
Let M(Rm,~) be a manifold of class) 2 and let 
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T(M)(M,Rm,G,m) be a reduction of its tangent bundle. 
V.fe will consider three cases i) a Riemannian metric 
ii) a field of k-planes and iii) a nearly complex 
structure. 
§14.1 If G=O(m) then the structure m defines a 
Riemannian metric over M L§3.51. A m-connection is 
clearly a conrlection that preserves this metric in 
the classical sense. 
It is well known that there exists a unique 
sy~netric m-connection and the integrability conditions 
are that this connection be semi-integrable [3 p48, 29 p311. 
I do not know any very simple method of defining 
this symmetric iD-connection using the methods of this 
thesis and thus these integrability conditions do not 
suggest any solution to the general problem. 
§14.2 If G is the group that leaves R~O~Rm invariant 
then m defines a field of k-planes [§3.41. Let us 
call this subbup.dle B. A m-connection is one in 
which these i:-planes are parallel in the classi·cal 
sense. 
The well known integrability conditions·are just 
that TB(B) be symmetric. The proof of this fact 
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illustrates a number of useful points. 
SCHOLIUM The well kno~m conditions for the field of 
k-planes B to be integrable are equivalent to the 
condition that TB(B) be symmetric [17 p87l. 
PROOF Consider f.fGt",f~E•U, and a regular strip map 
r6 of iti, {6:U-.Rm~ T(U). Let ~1 :U~ Bu and 
~2 :u...., Bu be a:ny two differentiable cross sections. 
Put s1 (x)=df(a,X1 )=¢(x,~·X1 ) defining x2 similarly 
where ~.fL(m). Then df-~~ 1o f:E~T(E) is such that 
df-1 'S, 1• f(a)=(a,X1 ). 
Therefore considering T(T(E)) as the product 
<}X bundle T(E)~T(Rm) ddfod~1odf(a,X2 )=((a,X2 ),(X1 ,aal·X2)) 
where ~1 is a U'acobian matrix t.s4.11. Hence 
d~ 1o ~ 2 (x)=ddf( (a,X2 ), (X1 ,~1· x2 )) 
"X 
and d~2.,~ l (x)=ddf( (a ,X1 ), (X2 ,h2· X1 )). 
so that 
T•dt 1·s 2 (x)-d~ 2o"f1 (x) 
=ddf((a,O),(X2 ,~l·X2-~2·X1 )) 
=ddf'( (a,o), (X2 ,[ x1 ,x21)) [17 p831 
=dr6(x, (t;D· x2 ,iG·[x1 , x2l ) ) L §6. 7] 
Now since Bu=r6(U"-(Rk" 0)) then T(Bu)=dr6(~~(U),r..T(Rk"' 0)) 
and T•ds1·~2 (x)-dl2o\1 (x) is in T(B) if and only if 
~·[x1 ,x21-tRk,c.O. That is, if t.x1 ,x21-tLAi"1 (Rk""o) 
and the classical integrability conditions are just 
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that this .is true for all local cross sections~ 1 
and~ 2 • Thus we have established that the 
' integrability conditions are equivalent to 
T• d'tt ~ 2 (x)-d~t' ~l (x) being in T(B) for all x.fU and 
all cross sections of B. 
Now since d~2.,'\i :u~ T(B) anyway and since T(B) 
is linear, this is equivalent to TD~t'S 2 :u....,. T(B) 
for all differentiable local cross sections of B. 
But it is easy to see that the union of the images 
of such maps as ds1ot2 is just TB(B) so that the 
condition. is equivalent to Tl.T:B(B~ T(B). 
Now 7 lT(B)1 =T:B('.r(!II)) (.§8.1 bjJ. So that we 
finally have that the integrability conditions are 
e~uivalent to Tt1B(B~c T£(B) which is the condition 
for TB(B) to be symmetric. 
If B'(M,Y,H,m) is any differentiable fibre bundle 
of class/1 2 and if D(i) is a differentiable linear 
connection this theorem says that the integrabi~ity 
conditions for the field of m-planes D(B') is that 
D(D(B' )) be symmetric [ IH0.21. Thus the integrability 
condition for D(i) is that D(D(i)) is symmetric'· whi~h 
implies immediately that the connection is flat [ §12.41. 
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§14.3 In a recent paper Willmore has given a proof 
that there exists a symmetric ~-connection if and 
only if these integrability conditions are satisfied, 
that is, if TB(B) is symmetric [ 2~). It is in fact 
easy to verify that if there exists a symmetric 
~-connection TB(B) must be symmetric but I have not 
found a direct proof of the converse. 
§14.4 If G=CL(k)~L(2k)=L(m) the structure~ is 
called a nearly complex structure (§3.31. Suppose 
the element i1fCL(k), where 1 is the unit matrix, 
corresponds to IfL(2k). Then if ~:U~m~T(U) is 
a strip map of~, the map ~·(~,I)g~l is independent 
of~ and defines an isomorphism j:~-. ~ or, by an 
abuse of language, j: T(M)~ T(M). 
11 j L7f:. . I2 1. .... , . . .2 L a Px'w s~nce = ~nen JoJ=J =~ . 
j (¢' )=¢' o I for X X 
This isomorphism j may be taken to define ~. 
It corresponds to the tensor referred to by Eckmann 
and others (18, 191. 
A ~-connection is one for which the covariant 
derivative of this tensor vanishes. To see this we 
consider T(L(m)) as the group of matrices D(Di,m) [ 16.71. 
Since CL(k) is the norma1iser of I then T(CL(k)) is the 
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normaliser of the partitioned matrix rr. r·} which 
is just I~T(L(m)) [§6.6]. 
Now the condition D(m)eT•(m) implies that for 
any regular strip m.~P- (lS':U-c.G~ m 
drl., D(6':T(U),c.G6r-t T(U)..d'(G) 
that is d~~ D(lS'~~T(G) for all e:,-tTx(M) which again 
implies that 
D't1~:~ dj ~D¢'~ =D~\ dp$~ d!o d~l• Dr&.S:=di. 
Now let f:E~ U, tofU, then the matrix 
or-\ joofx=J(x) is the component of the tensor j with X . 
respect to the coordinate system fat x. J:U~L(m). 
We put now r Cs)=Dofi,~ dof~ and this corresponds to 
the Chrystoffel symbols. 
Since Dru'~~ :Ud1t =¢;1o ot·x 1"or all i -tT:x(MJ the 
eq·uation 
D~lo dj ~D~=di 
may be written Ddf~1•dj•Doft=Dof~\ Di~di~D~~Dofg 
or i(~)odof~1• djDdof~· r (J.)-1=of;~ ¢x" r~~1• ofx 
or r (~)· dJ(~)D I (~)-1=J(x) 
This last equation is obviously an immediate 
interpretation of the vanishing of the covariant 
derivative of the tensor. 
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cannot be the identity map unless j=~ because if 
p: T(Ivi) =e iill and q: T(T(IVI) )~ '11(M) are the bundle 
projections poj=p. Thus 
=dpD Todj 
=q•dj=j·q· 
But it is possible nevertheless that (Todj)4 =E: • 
. In fact using the sam.e methods as in the Scholiwn of' 
114.2 it is not difficult to verify that the 
classical integrability conditions are equivalent to 
( TD dj )4 = f:- (18, 191. 
§14.6 Eckmann has shown very recently that there 
exists a ~-connection such that its torsion 
S=(Todj)4 and further that there exists a symruetric 
m-connection if and onl~ lf the integrability 
conditions are satisfied [19]. That is if (7 odj)4 =c. 
§14.7 These three cases do not generalize very easily. 
There is however one property comraon to all three and 
that is the existence of a symnetric m-connection. 
It might be possible then that ·if any substructure m 
is integrable there exists a symmetric m-connection, 
but a proof seems difficult. 
-10?-
The case when G .is the quarternionic group has 
yet to be examined [ 201. It would be interesting 
to know how a m-connection would be expressed in the 
classical theory in this case and it would not be 
surprising if, using this classical interpretation 
of a m-connection, it were shown that the integrability 
conditions were equivalent to the existence of' a 
s,y JJlmet:.t•ic ili-c onnec t;ion.. 
-108...: 
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